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This paper integrates elements from the theory of agency. the theory of property rights and the
theory of finance to develop a theory of the ownership structure of the firm. We define the
concept of agency costs, show its relationship to the ‘separation and control’ issue, investigate
the nature of the agency costs generated by the existence of debt and outside equity, demonstrate who bears these costs and why, and investigate the Pareto optirnality of their existence.
We also provide a new definition of the firm, and show how our analysis of the factors influencing tht- creation and issuance of debt and equity claims is a special case of the supply side
of the completeness of markets problem.
The directors of such [joint-stock] companies, however, being the managers rather of
other people’s money than of their own, it cannot well be expected, that they should
watch over it with the same anxious vigilance with which the partners in a private
copartnery frcqucntly watch over their own. Like the stewards of a rich man, they are
apt to consider attention to small matters as not for their master’s honour, and very
easily give thcmsclvcs a dispensation from having it. Negligence and profusion, therefore, must always prevail, more or Icss, in the management of the affairs of such a
company.
Adam Smith. Tire W&rh

of Ndutrs,

1776, Cannan Edition
(Modern Library, New York, 1937) p. 700.

I. Introduction and summary

In this paper WC draw on recent progress in the theory of (1) property rights,
(2) agency, and (3) finance to develop a theory of ownership structure’ for the
lAssociakz Professor and Dean, respectively, Graduate School of Management, Univer
sity of Rochester. An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Conference on Analysis
and Ideology, Inlcrlaken, Switzerland, June 1974, sponsored by the Center for Research in
Government Policy and Business at the University of Rochester. Graduate School of Management. We are indcbtcd IO I’. Black, E. Mama, R. Ibbotson, W. Klein, M. Rozeff, R. Weil,
0. Williamson. an anonymous rcfcrcc, and IO our collcagues and mcmbcrs of the Finance
Workshop at the University of Rochester for their comments and criticisms, in particular
G. Bcnston. M. Canes, D. Henderson, K. Lcfllcr, J. Long, C. Smith, R. Thompson, R. Watts
and J. Zinuncrman.

‘WC do not USCthe term ‘capital structure’ because that term usually denotes the relative
quantities of bonds, equity, warrants, trade credit, etc., which represent the liabilities of a firm.
Our theory implies thcrc is another important dimension IO this problem - namely the relative
amounts of ownership claims held by insiders (management) and outsiders (investors with no
direct role in the management of the firm).
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firm. In addition to tying together elements of the theory of each of these three
areas, our analysis casts new light on and has implications for a variety of issues
in the professional and popular literature such as the definition of the firm, the
“separation of ownership and control”, the “social responsibility” of business,
the definition of a “corporate objective function”, the determination of an
optimal capital structure, the specification of the content of credit agreements,
the theory of organizations, and the supply side of the completeness of markets
problem.
Our theory helps explain:
(1) why an entrepreneur or manager in a firm which has a mixed financial
structure (containing both debt and outside equity claims) will choose a set
of activities for the firm such that the total value of the firm is Iess than it
would be if he were the sole owner and why this result is independent of
whether the firm operates in monopolistic or competitive product or factor
markets;
(2) why his failure to maximize the value of the firm is perfectly consistent with
efficiency;
(3) why the sale of common stock is a viable source of capital even though
managers do not literally maximize the value of the firm;
(4) why debt was relied upon as a source of capital before debt financing
offered any tax advantage relative to equity;
(5) why preferred stock would be issued;
(6) why accounting reports would be provided voluntarily to creditors and
stockholders, and why independent auditors would be engaged by management to testify to the accuracy and corrcctncss of such reports;
(7) why lenders often place restrictions on the activities of firms to whom they
lend, and why firms would themselves be led to suggest the imposition of
such restrictions;
(8) why some industries are characterized by owner-operated firms whose sole
outside source of capital is borrowing;
(9) why highly regulated industries such as public utilities or banks will have
higher debt equity ratios for equivalent levels of risk than the average
non-regulated firm;
(10) why security analysis can be socially productive even if it does not increase
portfolio returns to investors.
Z.2. Tfwory of thefirtn:

An empty box?

While the literature of economics is replete with references to the “theory of
the firm”, the material generally subsumed under that heading is not a theory of
the firm but actually a theory of markets in which firms are important actors. The
firm is a “black box” operated so as to meet the relevant marginal conditions
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with respect to inputs and outputs, thereby maximizing profits, or more
accurately, present value. Except for a few recent and tentative steps, however,
we have no theory which explains how the confiicting objectives of the individual
participants are brought into equilibrium so as to yield this result. The limitations of this black box view of the firm have been cited by Adam Smith and
Alfred Marshall, among others. More recently, popular and professional debates
over the “social responsibility” of corporations, the separation of ownership
and control, and the rash of reviews of the literature on the “theory of the firm”
have evidenced continuing concern with these issues.’
A number of major attempts have been made during recent years to construct
a theory of the firm by substituting other models for profit or value maximization;
each attempt motivated by a conviction that the latter is inadequate to explain
managerial behavior in large corporations.3 Some ofthese reformulation attempts
have rejected the fundamental principle of maximizing behavior as well as
rejecting the more specific profit maximizing model. We retain the notion of
maximizing behavior on the part of all individuals in the analysis to follow.4
1.3. Propcrty rights
An independent stream of research with important implications for the theory
of the firm has been stimulated by the pioneering work of Coase, and extended by
Alchian, Demsctz and others.’ A comprehensive survey of this literature is given
by Furubotn and Pejovich (1972). While the focus of this research has been
“property rights”,6 the subject matter encompassed is far broader than that
term suggests. What is important for the problems addressed here is that
specification of individual rights determines how costs and rewards will be
2Rcvicws of this literature arc given by Pctcrson (19G5). Alchian (1965, 1968), Machlup
(1967), Shubik (1970), Cycrt and ffcdrick (1972). Branch (1973). Preston (1975).
‘See Williamson (1964. 1970, 1975), Marris (1964). Baumol (1959), Penrose (1958). and
Cycrt and March (1963). Thorough rcvicws of thcsc and other contributions are given by
Machlup (1961) and Alchian (1965).
Simon (1955) dcvelopcd a model of human choice incorporating information (search) and
computational costs which also has important implications for the behavior of managers.
Unfortunately, Simon’s work has often been misinterpreted as a denial of maximizing behavior,
and misused, cspccially in the marketing and behavioral scicncc literature. His later use of the
term ‘satishcing [Simon (1959)] has undoubtedly contributed to this confusion because it
suggesls rejection of maximizing behavior rather than maximization subject tocosts of information and of decision making.
‘SIX Mcckling (1976) for a discussion of the fundamental importance of the assumption of
rcsourccful. evaluative, maximizing behavior on the part of individuals in the devclopmcnt
of theory. Klein (1976) takes an approach similar to the one we embark on in this paper in his
review of the theory of the firm and the law.
‘See Coase (1937, 1959, 1960). Alchian (1965, 1968), Alchian and Kesscl (1962). Dcmsetz
(1967). Alchian and Dcmsctz (1972), Monscn and Downs (1965), Silver and Auster (1969).
and McManus (1975).
6Propcrty rights are ofcourse human rights, i.e., rights which are posscsscdby human beings.
The introduction of the wholly false distinction between property rights and human rights in
many policy discussions is surely one of the all time great semantic flimflams.
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allocated among the participants in any organization. Since the specification of
rights is generally effected through contracting (implicit as well as explicit),
individual behavior in organizations, including the behavior of managers, will
depend upon the nature of these contracts. We focus in this paper on the
behavioral implications of the property rights specified in the contracts between
the owners and managers of the firm.
1.4. Agency costs
Many problems associated with the inadequcy of the current theory of the
firm can also be viewed as special cases of the theory of agency relationships in
which there is a growing literature.’ This literature has developed independently
of the property rights literature even though the problems with which it is
concerned are similar; the approaches are in fact highly complementary to
each other.
We define an agency relationship as a contract under which one or more
persons (the principal(s)) engage another person (the agent) to perform some
service on their behalf which involves delegating some decision making authority
to the agent. If both parties to the relationship are utility maximizers there is
good reason to believe that the agent will not always act in the best interests of
the principal. Theprincipalcan limit divergences from his interest by establishing
appropriate incentives for the agent and by incurring monitoring costs designed
to limit the aberrant activities, of the agent. In addition in some situations it will
pay the ngenr to expend resources (bonding costs) to guarantee that he will not
take certain actions which would harm the principal or to ensure that the
principal will be compensated if he does take such actions. However, it is generally impossible for the principal or the agent at zero cost to ensure that the agent
will make optimal decisions from the principal’s viewpoint. In most agency
relationships the principal and the agent will incur positive monitoring and
bonding costs (non-pecuniary as well as pecuniary), and in addition there will
be some divergence between the agent’s decisions* and those decisions which
would maximize the welfare of the principal. The dollar equivalent of the reduction in welfare experienced by the principal due to this divergence is also a cost
of the agency relationship, and we refer to this latter cost as the “residual loss”.
We define c~ga~cycosts as the sum of:
(I) the monitoring expenditures by the principal,’
(2) the bonding expenditures by the agent,
(3) the residual loss.
‘Cf. Bcrhold (1971), Ross (1973, 1974a), Wilson (1968, 1969). and Hcckerman (1975).
*Given the optimal monitoring and bonding activiiics by the principal and agent.
9As it is used in this paper the term monitoring
includes more than just measuring or
observing the behavior of the agent. It includes efforts on the part of the principal to ‘control
the behavior of the agent through budget restrictions, compensation
policies, operating rules
etc.
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Note also that agency costs arise in any situation involving cooperative effort
(such as the co-authoring
of this paper) by two or more people even though there
is no clear cut principal-agent
relationship.
Viewed in this light it is clear that
our definition of agency costs and their importance
to the theory of the firm
bears a close relationship
to the problem of shirking and monitoring
of team
production which Alchian and Demsetz (1972) raise in their paper on the theory
of the firm.
Since the relationship between the stockholders and manager of a corporation
fit the definition of a pure agency relationship it should be no surprise to discover
that the issues associated with the “separation
of ownership and control” in
the modern diffuse ownership corporation
are intimately
associated with the
general problem of agency. We show below that an explanation
of why and how
the agency costs generated by the corporate form are born leads to a theory of
the ownership (or capital) structure of the firm.
Before moving on, however, it is worthwhile to point out the generality of the
agency problem. The problem of inducing an “agent” to behave as if he were
maximizing the “principal’s”
welfare is quite general. It exists in all organizations
and in all cooperative
efforts - at every level of management
in firms,”
in
universities, in mutual companies, in cooperatives,
in governmental
authorities
and bureaus, in unions, and in relationships normally classified as agency relationships such as are common in the performing arts and the market for real estate.
The development of theories tp explain the form which agency costs take in each
of these situations (where the contractual
relations differ significantly),
and how
and why they are born will lead to a rich theory of organizations
which is now
lacking in economics and the social sciences gcncrally. WC confine our attention
in this paper to only a small part of this general problem - the analysis of agency
costs generated by the contractual
arrangements
bctwccn the owners and top
management of the corporation.
Our approach to the agency problem hcrc differs fundamentally
from most
of the existing literature. That literature focuses almost exclusively on the normative aspects of the agency relationship;
that is how to structure the contractual
relation (including compensation
incentives) between the principal and agent to
provide appropriate incentives for the agent to make choices which will maximize
loAs we show below the existence of positive monitoring and bonding costs will result in
the manager of a corporation
possessing control over some resources which he can allocate
(within certain constraints) to satisfy his own preferences. However, to the extent that he must
obtain the cooperation
of others in order to carry out his tasks (such as divisional vice prcsidents) and IO the extent that hc cannot control their behavior perfectly and costlcssly they will
be able to appropriate
some of these resources for their own ends. In short, there are agency
costs generated at every level of the organization.
Unfortunntcly,
the analysis of these more
general organizational
issues is even more dinicult than that of the ‘ownership and control’
issue because the nature of the contractual obligations and rights of fhe partic: are much more
varied and generally not as well spccitied in explicit contractual
arrangcmcnts.
Nevcrthelcss.
they exist and we bclicvc that cxtcnsions of our analysis in these directions show promise of
producing insights into a viable theory of organization.
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the principal’s welfare given that uncertainty and imperfect monitoring exist.
We focus almost entirely on the positive aspects of the theory. That is, we assume
individuals solve these normative problems and given that only stocks and bonds
can be issued as claims, we investigate the incentives facedby each of the parties
and the elements entering into the determination of the equilibrium contractual
form characterizing the relationship between the manager (i.e., agent) of the
firm and the outside equity and debt holders (i.e., principals).
1.5. Some general comrnenis on the dvjnition of the firm

Ronald Coase (1937) in his seminal paper on “The Nature of the Firm”
pointed out that economics had no positive theory to determine the bounds of
the firm. He characterized the bounds of the firm as that range of exchanges
over which the market system was suppressed and resource allocation was
accomplished instead by authority and direction. He focused on the cost of using
markets to effect contracts and exchanges and argued that activities would be
included within the firm whenever the costs of using markets were greater than
the costs of using direct authority. Alchian and Demsetz (1972) object to the
notion that activities within the firm are governed by authority, and correctly
emphasize the role of contracts as a vehicle for voluntary exchange. They
emphasize the role of monitoring in situations in which there is joint input or
team production. ” We sympathize with the importance they attach to monitoring, but we believe the emphasis which Alchian-Demsetz place on joint input
production is too narrow and therefore misleading. Contractual relations are the
essence of the firm, not only with employees but with suppliers, customers,
creditors, etc. The problem of agency costs and monitoring exists for all of these
contracts, indepcndcnt of whether there is joint production in their sense; i.e.,
joint production can explain only a small fraction of the behavior of individuals
associated with a firm. A detailed examination of these issues is left to another
paper.
It is important to recognize that most organizations are simply legalfictions’*
which serve as a nexus for a set of contracting relationships among idiriduals.

This includes firms, non-profit institutions such as universities, hospitals and
foundations, mutual organizations such as mutual savings banks and insurance
companies and co-operatives, some private clubs, and even governmental bodies
such as cities, states and the Federal government, government enterprises such
as TVA, the Post Ofice, transit systems, etc.
“They define the classical capitalist firm as a contractual organization of inputs in which
there is ‘(a) joint input production, (b) several input owners, (c) one party who is common to
all the contracts of the joint inputs, (d) who has rights to renegotiate any input’s contract
independently of contracts with other input owners, (e) who holds the residual claim, and (f)
who has the right to sell his contractual residual status.’
r2By legal fiction we mean the artificial construct under the law which allows certain organizations to be treated as individuals.
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which
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(i.e., contracts)
between the legal fiction
that
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Viewing
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the firm as the nexus of a set of contracting
relationships
among
also serves to make it clear that the personalization
of the firm

implied by asking qucstionq such 3s “what should bc the objective function ofthe
firm”, or “dots the firm have a social responsibility”
is seriously misleading.
ThcJrnl
is not an itrtlil~ith~nl.It is 3 legal fiction which serves as a focus for a
complex process in which tht=conflicting
may “rcprcscn t” other ognnizntions)
framc\rork

of contractual

relations.

objectives

but \vc often

make this error

they were persons with motivations
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WC seldom fatI into the trap of chnractcrizing
individual,

of individuals
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within

a

of the firm is

of a complex equilibrium
process.
the wheat or stock market as an

by thinking

about

organizations

as if

and intentions.14

“For example, WCordinarily think of a product as lcaving the firm at the time it is sold, but
implicitly or caplicitly such sales generally carry with them continuing contracts between the
lirm and the buyer. If the product does not perform as expected the buyer often can and does
have a right to satisfaction. Explicit evidence that such implicit contracts do exist is the practice
WC occasionally observe of specific provision that ‘all sales are final.’
IdThis view of the firm points up the important role which the legal system and the law play
in social organizations, cspccially, the organization of economic activity. Statutory laws sets
bounds on the kinds of contracts into which individuals and organizations may enter without
risking criminal prosecution. The police powers of the state arc available and used to enforce
performuncc of contracts or to enforce the collection of damages for non-performance. The
courts adjudicate conflicts between contracting parties and establish precedents which form
the body of common law. All of rhcsc govcrnmcnt activities affect both the kinds of contracts
cxccufcd and rhc cxrcnt to which contracting is relied upon. This in turn determines the usefulnest, productivity, profitability and viability of various forms of organization. Moreover, new
laws as well as court decisions often can and do change the rights of contracting parties ex post,
and they can and do scrvc as a vehicle for redistribution of wealth. An analysis of some of the
implications of these facts is contained in Jensen and Meckling (1976) and we shall not pursua
them here.
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We develop the theory in stages. SectionsZand4 provide analyses of the agency
costs of equity and debt respectively. These form the major foundation of the
theory. Section 3 poses some unanswered questions regarding the existence of the
corporate form of organization and examines the role of limited liability.
Section 5 provides a synthesis of the basic concepts derived in sections 2-4 into
a theory of the corporate ownership structure which takes account of the tradeoffs available to the entrepreneur-manager
between inside and outside equity
and debt. Some qualifications and extensions of the analysis are discussed in
section 6, and section 7 contains a brief summary and conclusions.
2. The agency costs of outside equity
2. I. Orerl~icw
In this section we analyze the effect of outside equity on agency costs by
comparing the behavior of a manager when hc owns 100 percent of the residual
claims on a firm to his behavior when he sells off a portion of those claims to
outsiders. If a wholly owned firm is managed by the owner, he will make operating decisions which maximize his utility. These decisions will involve not only
the bc&its he derives from pecuniary returns but also the utility generated by
various non-pecuniary aspcctsof his cntreprcncurial activities such as the physical
appointments of the othce, the attractivcncss of the secretarial staff, the level of
employee discipline, the kind and amount of charitable contributions, personal
relations (“love”, “respect”, etc.) with employees, a larger than optimal compulcr to play with, purchase of production inputs from friends, etc. The optimum
mix (in the absence of tnxcs) of the various pecuniary and non-pecuniary benctits
is achieved when the marginal utility derived from an additional dollar of
expcnditurc (mcasurcd net of any productive effects) is equal for each nonpecuniary item and equal to the marginal utility derived from an additional
dollar of after tax purchasing power (wealth).
If the owner-manager sells equity claims on the corporation which are identical
to his (i.e., share proportionately in the profits of the firm and have limited
liability) agency costs will be generated by the divergence between his interest
and those of the outside shareholders, since he will then bear only a fraction of
the costs of any non-pecuniary benefits he takes out in maximizing his own
utility. If the manager owns only 95 percent of the stock, he will expend resources
to the point where the marginal utility derived from a dollar’s expenditure of the
firm’s resources on such items equals the marginal utility of an additional 95
cents in general purchasing power (i.e., his share of the wealth reduction) and not
one dollar. Such activities, on his part, can be limited (but probably not
eliminated) by the expenditure of resources on monitoring activities by the out-
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side stockholders.
But as we show below, the owner will bear the entire wealth
effects of these expected costs so long as the equity market anticipates these
effects. Prospective minority shareholders will realize that the owner-manager’s
interests will diverge somewhat from theirs, hence the price which they will pay
for shares will reflect the monitoring
costs and the effect of the divergence
between the manager’s interest and theirs. Nevertheless, ignoring for the moment
the possibility of borrowing against his wealth, the owner will find it desirable
to bear these costs as long as the welfare increment he experiences from converting his claims on the firm into general purchasing power”
is large enough to
offset them.
As the owner-manager’s
fraction of the equity falls, his fractional claim on the
outcomes falls and this will tend to encourage him to appropriate larger amounts
of the corporate resources in the form of perquisites. This also makes it desirable
for the minority shareholders
to expend more resources in monitoring
his
behavior. Thus, the wealth costs to the owner of obtaining additional cash in
the equity markets rise as his fractional ownership falls.
We shall continue to characterize
the agency conflict between the ownermanager and outside shareholders as deriving from the manager’s tendency to
appropriate
perquisites out of the firm’s resources for his own consumption.
However, we do not mean to leave the impression that this is the only or even
the most important source of conflict. Indeed, it is likely that the most important
conflict arises from the fact that as the manager’s ownership claim falls, his
incentive to devote significant effort to creative activities such as searching out
new profitable ventures falls. He may in fact avoid such ventures simply because
it requires too much trouble or effort on his part to manage or to learn about
new technologies. Avoidance of thcsc personal costs and the anxieties that go
with them also rcprcscnt a source of on the job utility to him and it can result in
the value of the firm being substantially
lower than it otherwise could be.

2.2. A sit@c

Jiwuwl

arrulysis

of ~hc sources

of agency

costs

01 equity arrd who

bears ~lrcn~

In order to develop some structure for the analysis to follow we make two
sets of assumptions.
The first set (permanent assumptions)
are those which shall
carry through almost all of the analysis in sections 2-S. The effects of relaxing
some of these are discussed in section 6. The second set (temporary assumptions)
are made only for expositional
purposes and are relaxed as soon as the basic
points have been clarified.
’ 5For use in consumption,
for the diversification
of his wealth, or more importantly,
for the
financing of ‘profitable’
projects which he could not otherwise finclnce out of his personal
wealth. WC &al wifh these issues below after having developed some of the elementary cnalytical tools ncccssxy to their solution.
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(P.3)
(P.4)
(P.5)

(P-6)
(P.7)

(P.8)
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assumptions

All taxes are zero.
No trade credit is available.
All outside equity shares are non-voting.
No complex financial claims such as convertible bonds or preferred stock
or warrants can be issued.
No outside owner gains utility from ownership in a firm in any way other
than through its effect on his wealth or cash flows.
All dynamic aspects of the multiperiod nature of the problem are ignored
by assuming there is only one production-financing
decision to be made
by the entrepreneur.
The entrepreneur-manager’s
money wages are held constant throughout
the analysis.
There exists a single manager (the peak coordinator)
with ownership
interest in the firm.

Temporary

(T.l)
(T.2)
(T.3)

Jensen and W. H. Heckling.

assumptions

The size of the firm is fixed.
No monitoring
or bonding activities arc possible.
No debt financing through bonds, prcferrcd stock, or personal borrowing
(secured or unsecured) is possible.
All elements of the owner-manager’s
decision problem involving portfolio considerations
induced by the presence of uncertainty
and the
cxistcnce of divcrsifiable risk arc ignored.

Define:
of all factors and activities
= {x,, A-2, . . .,A-,} = vccto r of quantities
within the firm from which the manager derives non-pecuniary
benesuch that his marginal utility is positive for
fits;16 the xi arc d&cd
each oft hem ;
C(X) = total dollar cost of providing any given amount of thcsc items;
P(X) = total dollar value to the firm of the productive benefits of X;
B(X) = P(X) - C(X) = net dollar benefit to the firm of X ignoring any effects of
X on the equilibrium wage of the manager.
Ignoring the cffccls of X on the manager’s utility and therefore on his equilibrium wage rate, the optimum levels of the factors and activities X are defined
by X* such that
X

alI
-

ax+

‘%uch
relations,

al-y X’)
= -----

ax*

ac(x*)

ax*

as oRicc space, air conditioning.
etc.

=

o

thickness

,
of the carpets,

friendliness

of employee
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Thus for any vector A’ 1 X* (i.e., where at least one element of Xis greater than
its corresponding element of X*), F s B(X*)-B(X)
> 0 measures the dollar
cost to the firm (net of any productive effects) of providing the increment X- X*
of the factors and activities which generate utility to the manager. We assume
henceforth that for any given level of cost to the firm, F, the vector of factors
and activities on which Fis spent are those,z, which yield the manager maximum
utility. Thus F E B(X*) - B(8).
We have thus far ignored in our discussion the fact that these expenditures on
X occur through time and therefore there are tradeoffs to be made across time
as well as between alternative elements of A’. Furthermore, we have ignored the
fact that the future expenditures are likely to involve uncertainty (i.e., they are
subject to probability distributions) and therefore some allowance must be made
for their riskiness. We resolve both of these issues by defining C, P, B, and Fto be
the w-rtwr nwkcr
~ducs
of the sequence of probability distributions on the
period by period cash flows involved.”
Given the definition of Fas the current market value of the stream of manager’s
expenditures on non-pecuniary benefits we represent the constraint which a single
owner-manager faces in deciding how much non-pecuniary income he will
extract from lhe firm by the line VF in fig. 1. This is analogous to a budget
constraint. The market value of the firm is measured along the vertical axis
and the market value of the manager’s stream of expenditures on non-pecuniary
benefits, F, arc mcasurcd along the horizontal axis. 0 v is the value of the firm
when the amount of non-pecuniary income consumed is zero. By definition Y
is the maximum market value of the cash flows generated by the firm for a given
money wngc for the manager when the manager’s consumption of non-pecuniary
bcncfits arc zero. At this point all the factors and activities within the firm which
gencratc utility for the manager are at the level X* defined above. There is a
direrent budget constraint VF for each possible scale of the firm (i.e., lcvcl of
investment, I) and for alternative lcvcls of money wage, M’, for the manager.
For the moment WCpick an arbitrary level of investment (which we assume has
already been made) and hold the scale of the firm constant at this level. WC also
assume that the manager’s money wage is fixed at the level IV* which represents
the current mnrkct value of his wage contract ‘* in the optimal compensation
package which consists of both wages, CP, and non-pecuniary benefits, F*. Since
one dollar of current value of non-pecuniary benefits withdrawn from the firm
by the manager reduces the market value of the firm by $1, by definition, the
slope of PFis - 1.
“And
again
assume that for any given market value of these
F, to the firm the
allocation xross time and across alternative probability distributions
is such that the manager’s
current expected utility is at a maximum.
“At this sfagc when we are considering a 100’~ owner-managed
firm the notion
3 ‘%ILX
contract’ trith himself has no content. Houever,
the 100°/0 owner-managed
~3s~ is only an
expositional dcvicc used in passing IO illustrate a number of points in the analysis. and we ask
the reader to bear with us briefly while we lay out the structure for the more interesting partial
ownership cclse whcrc such a contract does have substance.

of
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The owner-manager’s tastes for wealth and non-pecuniary benefits is represented in fig. 1 by a system of indifference curves, U, , U2, etc.lg The indifference
curves will be convex as drawn as long as the owner-manager’s marginal rate of

MARKET VALUE OF THE STREAM OF MANAGER’S
ON NON-PECUNIARY BENEFITS

EXPENDITURES

Fig. 1. The value of the firm (V) and the level of non-pecuniary bcnetits consumed (F) when
the fraction of outside equity is (I -a)V, and U, (j = I, 2, 3) rcprcscnts owner’s indilTcrence
curves bctwcen wealth and non-pecuniary benefits.

substitution between non-pecuniary benefits and wealth diminishes with increasing levels of the benefits. For the 100 percent owner-manager, this presumes that
there are not pcrfcct substitutes for these benefits available on the outside, i.e.,
to some extent they are job specific. For the fractional owner-manager this
presumes the benefits cannot be turned into general purchasing power at a
constant pricc.20
“The manager’s utility function is actually defined over wealth and the future time sequence
of vectors of quantities of non-pecuniary benefits, X,. Although the setting of his problem is
somewhat difTcrent. Fama (1970b, 1972) analyzes the conditions under which these preferences
can bc reprcscntcd as a derived utility function defined as a function of the money value of the
expnditurcs (in our notation F) on these goods conditional on the prices of goods. Such a
utility function incorporates the optimization going on in the background which define i
discussed akove for a given F. In the more gcncral case whcrc we allow a time series of consumption, X,, the optimization is being carried out across both time and the components of
X, for fixed F.
“‘This excludes, for instance, (a) the case where the manager is allowed to expend corporate
resources on anything he plcases in which cast F would be a perfect substitute for wealth, or
(b) the case where he can ‘steal’ cash (or other marketable asscrs) with conslant returns to
scale - if he could the indilTcrencc curves would be straight lines with slope determined by the
fence commission.
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When the owner has 100 percent of the equity, the value of the firm will be V*
where indifference curve U, is tangent to VF, and the level of non-pecuniary
benefits consumed is F*. If the owner sells the entire equity but remains as
manager, and if the equity buyer can, at zero cost, force the old owner (as
manager) to take the same level of non-pecuniary benefits as he did as owner,
then V* is the price the new owner will be willing to pay for the entire equiiy.”
In general, however, we would not expect the new owner to be able to enforce
identical behavior on the old owner at zero costs. If the old owner sells a fraction
of the firm to an outsider, he, as manager, will no longer bear the full cost of any
non-pecuniary benefits he consumes. Suppose the owner sells a share of the firm,
1 -a, (0 < a < 1)and retains for himself a share, a. If the prospective buyer
believes that the owner-manager will consume the same level of non-pecuniary
benefits as he did as full owner, the buyer will be willing to pay (1 -a)V* for a
fraction (1 -a) of the equity. Given that an outsider now holds a claim to (I -a)
of the equity, however, the cost to the owner-manager of consuming $1 of nonpecuniary benefits in the firm will no longer be $1. Instead, it will be ax $1. If
the prospective buyer actually paid (I -a)V* for his share of the equity, and if
thereafter the manager could choose whatever level of non-pecuniary benefits he
liked, his budget constraint would be V,P, in fig. 1
has slope equal to -a.
Including the payment the owner
the buyer as part of
owner’s
post-sale wealth,
budget constraint, V,P,, must
D, since he
wishes have the same wealth and level of non-pecuniary consumption he
consumed as full owner.
.
But if the owner-manager is free to choose the level of perquisites, F,subject
only to the loss in wealth hc incurs as a part owner, his wclfarc will be maximized
by increasing his consumption of non-pecuniary bcnctits. He will move to
point A whcrc V,P, is tangent to U, representing a higher level of utility. The
value of the firm falls from V*, to V”, i.e., by the amount of the cost to the firm
of the increased non-pecuniary expenditures, and the owner-manager’s consumption of non-pecuniary bcnclits rises from F* to F”.
“Point D dctincs the fring;bcnefits in the optimal pay packagcsincc the value to the manager
of the fringe benefits F* is greater than the cost of providing them as is evidenced by the fact
that (It is steeper to the left of D than the budget constraint with slope equal to -1.
That D is indeed the optimal pay package can cssily be seen in this situation since if the
conditions of the sale to a new owner specified that the manager would receive no fringe
benctits after the sale he would require a payment equal IO I’, to
him for the
of
claims to t’* and fringe
amounting to F’
latter
total
to
of V,
V’).
if F
0, the value of the firm is
f?
if
costs
were
the sale would
place at V+
a pay
included
bcncfits of F*
the manager.
discussion
to
are two values for the
V, and V*. This is
the ~SC if we rcalizc that V* is
of
to be
residual
on
cash
of
Arm and V,
V* is the value
the
rights,
the
to
the
l. There is at least one other right which has
decisions
include
to
value which plays no formal role in the analysis as yet - the value of the control right. By
control right we mean the right to hire and fire the manager and we leave this issue to a future
paper.
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If the equity market is characterized by rational expectations the buyers will
be aware that the owner will increase his non-pecuniary consumption when his
ownership share is reduced. If the owner’s response function is known or if the
equity market makes unbiased estimates of the owner’s response to the changed
incentives, the buyer will not pay (1 -a) Y* for (1 -a) of the equity.
Theorem. For a claim on the jirm of (1 -a) the outsider will pay only (1 - Z)
times the value he expects the firm to hate given the induced change in the behacior
of the owner-manager.
Proof. For simplicity we ignore any element of uncertainty introduced by
the lack of perfect knowledge of the owner-manager’s response function. Such
uncertainty will not affect the final solution if the equity market is large as long
as the estimates are rational (i.e., unbiased) and the errors are independent
across firms. The latter condition assures that this risk is diversifiable and therefore equilibrium prices will equal the expected values.
Let W represent the owner’s total wealth after he has sold a claim equal to
1 -a of the equity to an outsider. Whas two components. One is the payment,
S,, made by the outsider for 1-a of the equity; the rest, Si, is the value of the
owner’s (i.e., insider’s) share of the firm, so that W, the owner’s wealth, is given by
W = So+Si

= S,,+aV(F,

a),

where V(F, a) represents the value of the firm given that the manager’s fractional
ownership share is a and that he consumes perquisites with current market value
of F. Let V2Pz, with a slope of -a represent the tradeoff the owner-manager
faces between non-pecuniary benefits and his wealth after the sale. Given that
the owner has decided to sell a claim I -a of the firm, his welfare will be maximized when V,P, is tangent to some indifference curve such as U, in fig. 1.
A price for a claim of (1 -a) on the firm that is satisfactory to both the buyer
and the seller will require that this tangency occur along VF, i.e., that the value
of the firm must be V’, To show this, assume that such is not the case- that
the tangency occurs to the left of the point Bon the line VE Then, since the slope
of V2P2 is negative, the value of the firm will be larger than V’. The ownermanager’s choice of this lower level of consumption of non-pecuniary benefits
will imply a higher value both to the firm as a whole and to the fraction of the
firm (1 -a) which the outsider has acquired; that is, (1 -a) V’ > S,. From the
owner’s viewpoint, he has sold 1 -a of the firm for less than he could have, given
the (assumed) lower level of non-pecuniary benefits he enjoys. On the other hand,
if the tangency point B is to the right of the line VF, the owner-manager’s higher
consumption of non-pecuniary benefits means the value of the firm is less than
V’, and hence (1 -a)V(F, a) < SO = (1 -a)V’. The outside owner then has paid
more for his share of the equity than it is worth, S,, will be a mutually satisfactory
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price if and only if (I -a)V’ = S,,. But this means that the owner’s
wealth is equal to the (reduced) value of the firm Y’, since

w = S*+aV’

= (I -a)y’+aV’

=
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post-sale

V’.

QED.
The requirement that V’ and F’ fall on i7F is thus equivalent to requiring that
the value of the claim acquired by the outside buyer be equal to the amount he
pays for it and conversely for the owner. This means that the decline itz the total
calue of the Jirm ( V* - V’) is entirely imposrd on the owner-manager.
His total
wealth after the sale of (I -a) of the equity is V’ and the decline in his wealth
is V*- V’.
The distance V* - Y’is the reduction in the market value of the firm engendered
by the agency relationship and is a measure of the “residual loss” defined earlier.
In this simple example the residual loss represents the total agency costs engendered by the sale of outside equity because monitoring
and bonding activities
have not been allowed, The welfare loss the owner incurs is less than the residual
loss by the value to him of the increase in non-pecuniary
benefits (F’- F*). In
fig. I the difference between the intercepts on the Y axis of the two inditference
curves U, and U, is a measure of the owner-manager’s
welfare loss due to the
incurrence of agency costs,LL and he would sell such a claim only if the incrcmcnt
in welfare he achieves by using the cash amounting
to (I -a)V’
for other things
was worth more to him than this amount ofwealth.
2.3. Determination

of the optimal scale of tlwjrm

The case of all equity firrancing.
Consider the problem faced by an entrepreneur with initial pecuniary wealth, IV, and monopoly access to a project
requiring investment
outlay, f, subject to diminishing
returns to scale in I.
Fig. 2 portrays the solution to the optimal scale of the firm taking into account
the agency costs associated with the existence of outside equity. The axes are
as defined in tig. 1 except we now plot on the vertical axis the total wealth of the
owner, i.e., his initial wealth, W, plus V(I)-I,
the net increment in wealth he
obtains from exploitation
of his investment opportunities.
The market value of
the firm, Y = V(I, F), is now a function of the level of investment,
I, and the
current market value of the manager’s expenditures
of the firm’s resources on
non-pecuniary
benefits, i;: Let V(f) represent the value of the firm as a function of
the level of investment
when the manager’s expenditures
on non-pecuniary
benefits, F, are zero. The schedule with intercept labeled W+[v(Z*)-Z*)]
and
“The distance V*- V’ is a measure of what we will define as the gross agency ~0~1s. The
distance I’,- V, is a measure of what we call net agency costs, and it is this measure of
agency COSIS which will be minimized by the manager in the general case where we allow
investment to change.
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slope equal to - 1 in fig. 2 represents the locus of combinations

of post-invest-

ment wealth and dollar cost to the firm of non-pecuniary benefits which are
available to the manager when investment is carried to the value maximizing

EXPANSION

PATH WITH

P

0
MARKET

VALUE

F
OF THE STREAM
OF MANAGER’S
ON NON-PECUNIARY
BENEFITS

EXPENDITURES

Fig. 2. Dctcrmination
of the optimal scale of the firm in the cast whcrc no monitoring
taker
place. Point C dcnotcs optimum invcstmcnt, I’, and non-pecuniary
bcnctits. I;*, when invcstmcnt is lOO0/0 financed by cntrcprcncur.
Point D dcnotcs optimum invcslmcnt.
I’, and nonpecuniary bcncfits. F, when outside equity financing is uzcd to help finance the invcstmcnt and
the entrcprcncur
owns a fraction z’of the firm. The distance A mcasurcs the gross agency costs.

point,

I*.

At this point A V(I)-,41

= 0. If the manager’s

wealth

were large

enough to cover the investment required to reach this scale of operation, I*, he
would consume F* in non-pecuniary benefits and have pecuniary wealth with
value IV+ V* -I*.
However, if outside financing is required to cover the investment he will not reach this point if monitoring costs are non-zero.23
The expansion path OZBC represents the equilibrium combinations of wealth
and non-pecuniary benefits, F, which the manager could obtain if hc had enough
23f* is the value maximizing and Pareto Optimum investment level which results
traditional
analysis of the corporate
invcstmcnt
decision if the firm operates in
compctitivc
capital and product markets and the agency cost prohlcms discussed
ignored. SW Dcbrcu (1959, ch. 7), Jensen and Long (1972), Long (1972). Mcrton and
manyam (l974),
Hirshlcifcr (1958, 1970). and Fama and Miller (1972).

from the
pcrfcctly
here arc
Subrah-
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personal wealth to finance all levels of investment up to I*. It is the locus of
points such as Z and C which represent the equilibrium position for the
100 percent owner-manager at each possible level of investment, I. As Zincreases
we move up the expansion path to the point C where V(Z)-Z is at a maximum.
Additional investment beyond this point reduces the net value of the firm, and
as it does the equilibrium path of the manager’s wealth and non-pecuniary benefits retraces (in the reverse direction) the curve OZBC. We draw the path as a
smooth concave function only as a matter of convenience.
If the manager obtained outside financing and if there were zero costs to the
agency relationship (perhaps because monitoring costs were zero) the expansion
path would also be represented by OZBC. Therefore, this path represents what
we might call the “idealized” solutions, i.e., those which would occur in the
absence of agency costs.
Assume the manager has sufficient personal wealth to completely finance the
firm only up to investment level I, which puts him at point Z. At this point
W = I,, To increase the size of the firm beyond this point he must obtain
outside financing to cover the additional investment required, and this means
reducing his fractional ownership. When he does this he incurs agency costs,
and the lower is his ownership fraction the larger are the agency costs he incurs.
However, if the investments requiring outside financing are sufficiently profitable
his welfare will continue to increase.
The expansion path ZEDHL in fig. 2 portrays one possible path of the
equilibrium levels of the owner’s non-pecuniary benclits and wealth at each
possible level of investment higher than I,. This path is the locus of points such
as E or D where (I) the manager’s indifference curve is tangent to a line with
slope equal to -u (his fractional claim on the firm at that level of investment),
and (2) the tangency occurs on the “budget constraint” with slope = -1 for
the firm value and non-pecuniary benefit tradeoff at the same level of investment.24 As WCmove along ZEDIIL his fractional claim on the firm continues
2*Each equilibrium point such as that at E is characterized by (2. I?, fir) where *r is the
entrepreneur’s post-investment financing wealth. Such an equilibrium must satisfy each of the
following four conditions:
Pr+F
= P(I)+ W-I
= P(I)-K,
(1)
where K z I- W is the amount of outside financing required IO make the investment I. If this
condition is not satisfied there is an uncompensated wealth transfer (in one direction or the
other) between the entrepreneur and outside equity buyers.
UF( fir * e,! UWT(@r 9b = 6,
(2)
where U is the entrepreneur’s utility function on wealth and perquisites, Z/r and CJwr are
marginal utilities and 6 is the manager’s share of the firm.

(3)

(1 -ci)V(I) = (ITi)(Fj

h K,

which says the funds received from outsiders are at least equal 10 K, the minimum required
outside financing.
(4) Among all points (i. b-r Gr) satisfying conditions (l)-(3), (a. F. Wr) gives the manager
highest utility. This implies that (6, !?, &,) satisfy condition (3) as an equality.
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to fall as he raises larger amounts of outside capital. This expansion path
represents his complete opportunity set for combinations of wealth and nonpecuniary benefits given the existence of the costs of the agency relationship
with the outside equity holders. Point D, where this opportunity set is tangent
to an indifference curve, represents the solution which maximizes his welfare.
At this point, the level of investment is I’, his fractional ownership share in the
firm is a’, his wealth is W+ V’-I’, and he consumes a stream of non-pecuniary
benefits with current market value of F’. The gross agency costs (denoted by A)
are equal to (Y* - I*)- (V-Z’). Given that no monitoring is possible, I’ is the
socially optimal level of investment as well as the privately optimal level.
We can characterize the optimal level of investment as that point, I’ which
satisfies the following condition for small changes:
AV-

AI+a’AF

= 0.

(1)

AV- AZ is the change in the net market value of the firm, and a’AF is the dollar
value to the manager of the incremental fringe benefits he consumes (which
cost the firm AF dollars). ” Furthermore, recognizing that V = V-F, where F
is the value of the firm at any level of investment when F = 0, we can substitute
into the optimum condition to get
(AY-AZ)-(I-a’)AF

= 0

(3)

as an alternative expression for determining the optimum level of invcstmcnt.
The idcalizcd or zero agency cost solution, I*, is given by the condition
(A V-Al) = 0, and since AF is positive the actual wclfarc maximizing level of
investment I’ will bc less than I*, because (A Y-AZ) must be positive at I’ if
(3) is to be satisfied. Since -a’ is the slope of the indifference curve at the optimum
and thcrcforc represents the manager’s demand price for incremental nonpecuniary benefits, AF, we know that a’AF is the dollar value to him of an incrcment of fringe benefits costing the firm AF dollars. The term (1 -a’)AF thus
measures the dollar “loss” to the firm (and himself) of an additional AF dollars
spent on non-pecuniary benefits. The term A P-Al is the gross increment in the
value of the firm ignoring any changes in the consumption of non-pecuniary
benefits. Thus, the manager stops increasing the size of the firm when the gross
“ProoJ Note that the slope of the expansion path (or locus of equilibrium points) at any
point is (A Y- dl)/dF
and at the optimum level of investment this must be equal lo the slope
of the manager’s indifference curve between wealth and market value of fringe benefits, F.
Furthermore,
in fhe absence of monitoring.
the slope of the indifference curve, A W/A& at the
equilibrium
point, D, must be equal IO -a’. Thus,
(A V-

Al)/AF

= --a’

is the condition for the optimal scale of investment
small changes aI the optimum level of investment, I’.

(2)
and this

implies

condition

(1) holds for
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increment in value is just offset by the incremental
“loss” involved in the consumption of additional fringe benefits due to his declining fractional interest in
the firm.26

2.4. Tlje role ofmonitoring and bonding acticities in reducing agency costs
In the above analysis we have ignored the potential
for controlling
the
behavior of the owner-manager
through monitoring and other control activities.
In practice, it is usually possible by expending resources to alter the opportunity
the owner-manager
has for capturing
non-pecuniary
benefits. These methods
include auditing, formal control systems, budget restrictions, and the establishment of incentive compensation
systems which serve to more closely identify
the manager’s interests with those of the outside equity holders, etc. Fig. 3
portrays the effects of monitoring
and other control activities in the simple
situation portrayed in fig. 1. Figs. 1 and 3 are identical except for the curve BCE
in fig. 3 which depicts a “budget constraint”
derived when monitoring
possibilities are taken into account. Without monitoring,
and with outside equity of
(I -a), the value of the firm will be V’ and non-pecuniary
expenditures
F’. By
incurring monitoring
costs, M, the equity holders can restrict the manager’s
consumption
of perquisites to amounts less than F’. Let F(M, a) denote the
maximum pcrquisitcs the manngcr can consume for alternative levels of monitoring expenditures,
M, given his ownership share cc. We assume that increases in
monitoring
reduce F, and riducc it at a decreasing rate, i.e., aF/aM c 0 and

a2qaw > 0.

Since the current value of expcctcd future monitoring
expenditures
by the
outside equity holders rcducc the value of any given claim on the firm to them
dollar for dollar, the outside equity holders will take this into account in dctcrmining the maximum price they will pay for any given fraction of the firm’s
*6Sincc the manager’s indiffcrcncc curves are negatively sloped WC know that the optimum
scale of the firm, point D, will occur in the region where the expansion path has ncgativc slope,
i.e., the market value of the firm will bc declining and thegross agency costs. A, will be incrcasing and thus, the manager will not minimize them in making the investment decision (even
though hc will minimize them for any given level of invcstmcnt). Howcvcr, WC dcfinc the net
agency cost as the dollar equivalent of the welfare loss the manager experiences because of the
agency relationship evaluated at F = 0 (the vertical distance between the intercepts on the I’
axis of the IWO indifTcrcncc curves on which points C and D lie). The optimum solution. I’,
does satiJy the condition that net agency costs are minimized. But this simply amounts IO ;1
restatement of the assumption that the manager maximizes his welfare.
Finally. it is possible for the solution point D to be a corner solution and in this case the
value of the firm will not be declining. Such a corner solution can occur, for instance, if the
manager’s marginal rate of substitution between Fand wealth falls to zero fast enough as WC
move up the cxpnnsion path, or if the investment projects are ‘sufficiently’ profitable. In these
cases the expansion path will have a corner which lies on the maximum value budget constraint with intercept P(f*)-I*.
and the level of investment will be equal to the idealized
optimum, I’. However, the market value of the residual claims will bc less than V* because
the manager’s consumption of pcrquisitcs will be. larger than F*, the zero agency cost level.
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equity. Therefore, given positive monitoring
activity the value of the firm is
given by V = V- F(M, a) - M and the locus of these points for various levels
of M and for a given level of a lie on the line BCE in fig. 3. The vertical difference
between the VF and BCE curves is M, the current market value of the future
monitoring expenditures.

MARKET VALUE OF MANAGER‘S EXPENDITURES ON
NON-PECUNIARY BENEFITS
The value of the firm (V) and level of non-pecuniary benefits (F) when oulsidc equity
is (I -a), U, , U2, U, represent owner’s indikrencc
curves betwan wealth and non-pecuniary
bcncfits. and monitoring
(or bonding) activities impose opportunity
set LICE as the tradeoff
constraint facing the owner.

Fig. 3.

If it is possible for the outside equity holders to make these monitoring
expenditures
and thereby to impost the reductions
in the owner-manager’s
consumption
of F, he will voluntarily enter into a contract with the outside equity
holders which gives them the rights to restrict his consumption
of non-pecuniary
items to F”. He finds this desirable because it will cause the value of the firm
to rise to V”. Given the contract, the optimal monitoring
expenditure
on the
part of the outsiders, M, is the amount D-C. The entire increase in the value of
the firm that accrues will be reflected in the owner’s wealth, but his welfare will
be increased by less than this because he forgoes some non-pecuniary
benefits
he previously enjoyed.
If the equity market is competitive and makes unbiased estimates of the effects
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of the monitoring expenditures on F and V, potential buyers will be indifferent
between the following two contracts:
(i)

Purchase of a share (1 -a) of the firm at a total price of (1 -a) V’ and no
rights to monitor or control the manager’s consumption of perquisites.

(ii) Purchase of a share (I -a) of the firm at a total price of (I -a)?” and the
right to expend resources up to an amount equal to D-C which will limit
the owner-manager’s consumption of perquisites to F;.
Given contract (ii) the outside shareholders would find it desirable to monitor
to the full rights of their contract because it will pay them to do so. However, if
the equity market is competitive the total benefits (net of the monitoring costs)
will be capitalized into the price of the claims. Thus, not surprisingly, the owner-.
manager reaps all the benefits of the opportunity to write and sell the monitoring
contract.”
We can also see from the analysis of
An analysis of bonding expenditures.
fig. 3 that it makes no difference who actually makes the monitoring expenditures - the owner bears the full amount of these costs as a wealth reduction in
all cases. Suppose that the owner-manager could expend resources to guarantee
to the outside equity holders that he would limit his activities which cost the
firm F. We call these expenditures "bonding costs”, and they would take such
forms as contractual guaran.tecs to have the financial accounts audited by a
public account, explicit bonding against malfeasance on the part of the manager,
and contractual limitations on the manager’s decision making power (which
impost costs on the firm because they limit his ability to take full advantage of
some profitnblc opportunities as well as limiting his ability to harm the stockholders while making himself better off).
If the incurrence of the bonding costs were entirely under the control of the
manager and if they yicldcd the snmc opportunity set BCE for him in fig. 3, he
would incur them in amount D-C. This would limit his consumption of
*‘The
reader will
that point
will be
equilibrium
point
if the
between the
and outside
holders specifies
no ambiguity
they have
right to
to limit
consumption
of
to an
no less
F’. If
ambiguity regarding
rights exists
this contract
another source
agency costs
which is
to our
problem. If
could do
the outside
holders would
to the
where the
value of
holdings, (I
rCf, W;IS
and this
occur when
-a)I
0 which
be at
point
between
C and
in fig.
Point E
the point
the value
the firm
of
the
costs is
a maximum,
whcrc aV/?~\f= 0.
the manager
be
worse
than in
zero monitoring
if the
where (I
was at maximum
to the
of the
between BCE
the indifTercncc
(I, passing
point B
denotes the
monitoring
level
welfare). Thus
the manager
not eliminate
of the
in the
to push
equilibrium
to
right of
intersection of
curve BCE
inditTerence curve
hc would
engage in
contract which
monitoring.
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perquisites to F” from F’, and the solution is exactly the same as if the outside
equity holders had performed the monitoring. The manager finds it in his interest
to incur these costs as long as the net increments in his wealth which they
generate (by reducing the agency costs and therefore increasing the value of the
firm) are more valuable than the perquisites given up. This optimum occurs at
point C in both cases under our assumption that the bonding expenditures yield
the same opportunity set as the monitoring expenditures. In general, of course,
it will pay the owner-manager to engage in bonding activities and to write
contracts which allow monitoring as long as the marginal benefits of each are
greater than their marginal cost.
Optimal scale of the jirm in the presence of monitoring and bonding activities.

If we allow the outside owners to engage in (costly) monitoring activities to limit
the manager’s expenditures on non-pecuniary benefits and allow the manager
to engage in bonding activities to guarantee to the outside owners that he will
limit his consumption of F we get an expansion path such as that illustrated
in fig. 4 on which 2 and G lie. We have assumed in drawing fig. 4 that the cost
functions involved in monitoring and bonding are such that some positive levels
of the activities are desirable, i.e., yield benefits greater than their cost. If this
is not true the expansion path generated by the expenditure of resources on
these activities would lie below ZD and no such activity would take place at
any level of investment. Points Z, C, and D and the two expansion paths they
lit on arc identical to those portrayed in fig. 2. Points Z and C lit on the 100 percent ownership expansion path, and points Z and D tic on the fractional ownership, zero monitoring and bonding activity expansion path.
The path on which points Z and G lie is the one given by the locus of equilibrium points for alternative levels of investment characterized by the point
labeled C in fig. 3 which denotes the optimal level of monitoring and bonding
activity and resulting values of the firm and non-pecuniary benefits to the
manager given a fixed level of investment. If any monitoring or bonding is cost
effective the expansion path on which Z and G lie must be above the nonmonitoring expansion path over some range. Furthermore, if it lies anywhere
to the right of the indifference curve passing through point D (the zero monitoring-bonding solution) the final solution to the problem will involve positive
amounts of monitoring and/or bonding activities. Based on the discussion above
we know that as long as the contracts between the manager and outsiders are
unambiguous regarding the rights of the respective parties the final solution will
be at that point where the new expansion path is just tangent to the highest
indifference curve. At this point the optimal level of monitoring and bonding
expenditures arc M” and b”; the manager’s post-investment-financing wealth is
given by Wf Y”-I”-Mab” and his non-pecuniary benefits are F”. The total
gross agency costs, A, are given by A(M”, b”, a”, I”) = (V* -f+)(I’“-Z.-K-b’).
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2.5. Pareto optimality and agency costs in manager-operatedjrms
In general we expect to observe both bonding
and external monitoring
activities, and the incentives are such that the levels of these. activities will satisfy
the conditions of efficiency. They will not, however, result in the firm being run
in a manner so as to maximize its value. The difference between V*, the efficient
solution under zero monitoring
and bonding costs (and therefore zero agency

EXPAN;ION PATH WITH 100% OWNERSHIP BY MANAGER

EXPANSION PATH WITH

FRACTIONAL MANAGERIAL

EXPANSION PATH WITH
FRACTIONAL MANAGERIAL
OWNERSHIP BUT NO
MONITORING OR
BONDING ACTIVITIES

F
MARKET

VALUE

OF THE STREAM OF MANAGER’S
NON-PECUNIARY
BENEFITS

EXPENDITURES

ON

Fig. 4. Dcfcrmination of optimal scale of the firm allowing for monitoring and bonding
activities. Optimal monitoring costs are AI” and bonding costs arc b’ and the equilibrium
scale of firm, manager’s wealth and consumption of non-pecuniary benctits are at point G.

costs), and V”, the value of the firm given positive monitoring costs, are the total
gross agency costs defined earlier in the introduction.
These are the costs of the
“separation
of ownership and control” which Adam Smith focused on in the
passage quoted at the beginning
of this paper and which Berle and Means
(1932) popularized
157 years later. The solutions outlined above to our highly
simplified problem imply that agency costs will be positive as long as monitoring
costs are positive - which they certainly are.
The reduced value of the firm caused by the manager’s consumption
of
perquisites outlined above is “non-optimal”
or inefficient only in comparison
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to a world in which we could obtain compliance of the agent to the principal’s
wishes at zero cost or in comparison to a h~~ofherical world in which the agency
costs were lower. But these costs (monitoring
and bonding costs and ‘residual
loss’) are an unavoidable
result of the agency relationship.
Furthermore,
since
they are borne entirely by the decision maker (in this case the original owner)
responsible for creating the relationship he has the incentives to see that they are
minimized (because he captures the benefits from their reduction).
Furthermore, these agency costs will be incurred only if the benefits to the ownermanager from their creation are great enough to outweigh them. In our current
example these benefits arise from the availability
of profitable investments
requiring capital investment in excess of the original owner’s personal wealth.
In conclusion, finding that agency costs are non-zero (i.e., that there are costs
associated with the separation
of ownership and control in the corporation)
and concluding therefrom that the agency relationship
is non-optimal,
wasteful
or inefficient is equivalent in every sense to comparing a world in which iron ore
is a scarce commodity
(and therefore costly) to a world in which it is freely
available at zero resource cost, and concluding that the first world is “nonoptimal” - a perfect example of the fallacy criticized by Coase(1964) and what
Demsetz (1969) characterizes as the “Nirvana”
form of analysis. 2*

2.6. Factors affding

tlrc six

of the divcrgcncc/rom

idcal masittri:ation

The magnitude of the agency costs discussed above will vary from firm to firm.
It will depend on the tastes of managers, the ensc with which they can exercise
their own preferences as opposed to value maximization
in decision making,
and the costs of monitoring and bonding activities. ” The agency costs will also
dcpcnd upon the cost of measuring the manngcr’s (agent’s) performance
and
evaluating it, the cost of devising and applying an index for compensating
the
manager which corrclatcs with the owner’s (principal’s) welfare, and the cost of
devising and enforcing specific behavioral rules or politics. Where the manager
has less than a controlling interest in the firm, it will also depend upon the market
for managers. Competition
from other potential managers limits the costs of
obtaining managerial services (including the extent to which a given manager
can diverge from the idealized solution which would obtain if all monitoring and
bonding costs were zero). The size of the divergence (the agency costs) will be
directly related to the cost of replacing the manager. If his responsibilities require
281fwe could establish the existence of a feasible set of alternative institutional arrangements
which would yield net bcnctits from the reduction of these costs NC could lcgitimatcly conclude
the agency relationship cngcndcrcd by the corporation
was not Pareto optimal. However. we
would then bc Icft with the problem of explaining why these alternative institutional
arrangcments have not rcplaccd the corporate form of organization.
“The
monitoring
and bonding costs will diflkr from firm to firm depending on such things
as the inherent complexity and geographical dispersion
of operations,
the attractiveness of
perquisites available in the firm (consider the mint), etc.
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very little knowledge specialized to the firm, if it is easy to evaluate his performance, and if replacement search costs are modest, the divergence from the ideal
will be relatively

small and vice versa.

The divergence will also be constrained
by the market for the firm itself, i.e.,
by capital markets. Owners always have the option of selling their firm, either
as a unit or piecemeal. Owners of manager-operated
capital market from time to time. If they discover

firms can and do sample the
that the value of the future

earnings stream to others is higher than the value of the firm to them given that
it is to be manager-operated,
they can exercise their right to sell. It is conceivable
that other owners could be more efficient at monitoring
or even that a single
individual
with appropriate
managerial
talents and with sufficiently
large
personal wealth would elect to buy the firm. In this latter case the purchase by
such a single individual

would completely

eliminate

the agency costs. If there were

a number of such potential
owner-manager
purchasers (all with talents and
tastes identical to the current manager) the owners would receive in the sale
price of the firm the full value of the residual claimant
value of the eliminated

MonopolJ’,

lcvcl

cottqtctilion

of monitoring

rights including

the capital

agency costs plus the value of the managerial
and

which

rights.

ttmatta,qcrial bc4tarYor.

equates

the marginal

cost of monitoring

to the

10’Wherc competitors
arc numerous and entry is easy, persistent departures from profit
maximizing
behavior inexorably
leads IO extinction.
Economic
natural selection holds the
stage. In these circumst;lnccF. the behavior of the individual units that constitute the supply
side of the product market is essentially routine and uninteresting and economists can confidently predict industry behavior without being explicitly concerned with the behavior of these
individual uniIs.
When the conditions of competition
are relaxed, however, the opportunity
set of the firm is
expanded.
In this case, the behavior of rhc firm as a distinct operating unit is of separate
intcrcst. Both for purposes of interpreting
particular
behavior within the firm as well as for
predicting responses of the industry aggrcgntc. it may be necessary to identify the factors that
intlucnce the firm’s choices within this expanded opportunity
set and embed these in a formal
model.’ [Williamson
(I 964, p. 2)]
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marginal wealth increment from reduced consumption of perquisites by the
manager. Thus, the existence of monopoly will not increase agency costs.
Furthermore the existence ofcompetition in product and factor marketswill not
eliminate the agency costs due to managerial control problems as has often
been asserted [cf. Friedman (1970)]. If my competitors all incur agency costs
equal to or greater than mine I will not be eliminated from the market by their
competition.
The existence and size of the agency costs depends on the nature of the monitoring costs, the tastes of managers for non-pecuniary benefits and the supply of
potential managers who are capable of financing the entire venture out of their
personal wealth. If monitoring costs are zero, agency costs will be zero or if there
are enough 100 percent owner-managers available to own and run all the firms
in an industry (competitive or not) then agency costs in that industry will also
be zero.3’
3. Some unanswered questions regarding the existence of the corporate form
3. I.

The question

The analysis to this point has left us with a basic puzzle: Why, given the
existence of positive costs of the agency relationship, do WC find the usual
corporate form of organization with widely diffuse ownership so widely
prevalent? If one takes se&sly
much of the literature regarding the “discretionary” power held by managers of large corporations, it is dificult to
understand the historical fact of enormous growth in equity in such organizations, not only in the United States, but throughout the world. Paraphrasing
Alchian (1968): How dots it happen that millions of individuals are willing to
turn over a significant fraction of their wealth to organizations run by managers
who have so little interest in their wclfatc? What is even more remarkable, why
are they willing to make these commitments purely as residual claimants, i.e.,
on the anticipation that managers will operate the firm so that there will be
earnings which accrue to the stockholders?
There is certainly no lack of altcrnativc ways that individuals might invest,
including entirely different forms of organizations. Even if consideration is
limited to corporate organizations, there are clearly alternative ways capital
might bc raised, i.e., through fixed claims of various sorts, bonds, notes, mortgages, etc. Moreover, the corporate income tax seems to favor the use of futed
claims since interest is treated as a tax deductible expense. Those who assert that
managers do not behave in the interest or stockholders have generally not
addressed a very important question: Why, if non-manager-owned shares have
“Assuming thcrc are no special Iax bencfilr 10 ownership nor utility of ownership other than
that derived from the direct Health cfkcts of ownership such as might bc true for professional
sports teams. race horse stables, firms which carry the family name, etc.
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deficiency,

have they not long since been driven
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3.2. Some alternative expfanalions of the ownership structure of the jirm
The role of limited liability. Manne (1967) and Alchian and Demsetz (1972)
argue that one of the attractive features of the corporate form vis-a-vis individual
proprietorships
or partnerships is the limited liability feature of equity claims in
corporations.
Without this provision each and every investor purchasing one or
more shares of a corporation
would be potentially liable to the full extent of his
personal wealth for thedebts of thecorporation.
Few individuals would find this a
desirable risk to accept and the major benefits to be obtained from risk reduction
through diversification
would be to a large extent unobtainable.
This argument,
however, is incomplete since limited liability does not eliminate the basic risk,
it merely shifts it. The argument must rest ultimately on transactions
costs. If
all stockholders of GM were liable for GM’s debts, the maximum liability for an
individual
shareholder
would be greater than it would be if his shares had
limited liability. However, given that many other stockholder’s also existed and
that each was liable for the unpaid claims in proportion
to his ownership it is
highly unlikely that the maximum payment each would have to make would be
large in the event of GM’s bankruptcy
since the total wealth of those stockholders would also be large. However, the existence of unlimited liability would
impose incentives for each shareholder to keep track of both the liabilities of
GM and the wealth of the other GM owners. It is easily conceivable that the
costs of so doing would, in the aggregate, be much higher than simply paying a
premium in the form of higher interest rates to the creditors of GM in return
for their acceptance of a contract which grants limited liability to the shnreholders. The creditors would then bear the risk of any non-payment
of debts in
the event of GM’s bankruptcy.
It is also not generally recognized that limited liability is merely a necessary
condition
for explaining
the magnitude
of the reliance on equities, not a
sufficient condition.
Ordinary debt also carries limited liability.”
If limited
liability is all that is required, why don’t we observe large corporations,
individually owned, with a tiny fraction of the capital supplied by the entrepreneur,
“Marris (1964. pp. 7-9) is the exception, although he argues that them exisrs some ‘maximum leverage poinr’ beyond which the chances of ‘insolvency’ arc in some undefined sense
too high.
“By limited liabiliry we mean the same conditions that apply to common stock. Subordinatcd debt or preferred stock could be constructed which carried with it liability provisions; i.e.,
if the corporalion’s
assets were insuficicnt
at some point to pay ob all prior claims (such as
trade credit. accrued wages. senior debt, erc.) and if the personal resources of Ihe ‘equiry’
holders were also insuflicicnt IO cover rhesc claims the holders of this ‘debt’ would be subject
10 assessments beyond the face value of their claim (asrssments which mighht be limited or
unlimiled in amoum).
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and the rest simply borrowed ‘4 At first this question seems silly to many people
(as does the question regarding why firms would ever issue debt or preferred
stock under conditions where there are no tax benefits obtained from the treatment of interest or preferred dividend payments3’). We have found that oftentimes this question is misinterpreted to be one regarding why firms obtain capital.
The issue is not why they obtain capital, but why they obtain it through the
particular forms we have observed for such Iong periods of time. The fact is that
no well articulated answer to this question currently exists in the literature of
either finance or economics.
The “irrelevance” of capital structure. In their pathbreaking article on the cost
of capital, Modigliani and Miller (1958) demonstrated that in the absence of
bankruptcy costs and tax subsidies on the payment of interest the value of the
firm is independent of the financial structure. They later (1963) demonstrated
that the existence of tax subsidies on interest payments would cause the value
of the firm to rise with the amount of debt financing by the amount of the
capitalized value of the tax subsidy. But this line of argument implies that the
firm should be financed almost entirely with debt. Realizing the inconsistence
with observed behavior Modigliani and Miller (1963, p. 442) comment:

“it may bc useful to remind readers once again that the existence of a tax
advantage for debt financing . . . does not necessarily mean that corporations
should at all times seek to USCthe maximum amount of debt in their capital
structures. . . . there are as we pointed out, limitations imposed by
lcndcrs . . . as well as many other dimensions (and kinds of costs) in rcalworld problems of financial strategy which are not fully comprehended
within the framework of static equilibrium models, either our own or those
of the traditional variety. These additional considerations, which are
typically grouped under the rubric of ‘the need for preserving flexibility’,
“Alchian
-Dcmsetz (1972, p. 709) argue that one can explain the existence of both bonds
and stock in the ownership structure of firms as the result of differing expectations regarding
the ~~tc~mc~ to the firm. They argue that bonds arc created and sold to ‘pessimists’ and stocks
with a residual claim with no upper bound are sold to ‘optimists’.
As long as capital markets arc perrect with no taxes or transactions costs and individual
investors can issue claims on distributions
of outcomes on the same terms as firms. such actions
on the part of firms cannot afTc%t their values. The reason is simple Suppose such ‘pessimists’
did exist and yet the firm issues only equity claims. The demand for those equity claims would
reflect the fact that the individual
purchaser could on his own account issue ‘bonds’ with a
limited and prior claim on the distribution
of outcomes on the equity which is exactly the same
as that which the firm could issue. Similarly,
investors could easily unlever any position by
simply buying a proportional
claim on both the bonds and stocks of a levered firm. Therefore,
a lcvcrcd firm could not sell at a different price than an unlevered firm solely because of the
existence of such dilTerentia1 expectations. See Fama and Miller (1972, ch. 4) for an excellent
exposition of these issues.
“Corporations
did use both prior to the institution
of the corporate income tax in the U.S.
and preferred dividends have, with minor exceptions, never been tax deductible.
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will normally imply the maintenance
by the corporation
reserve of untapped borrowing power.”
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Modigliani and Miller are essentially left without a theory of the determination
of the optimal capital structure, and Fama and Miller (1972, p. 173) commenting
on the same issue reiterate this conclusion:
“And we must admit that at this point there is little in the way of convincing
research, either theoretical or empirical, that explains the amounts of debt
that firms do decide to have in their capital structure.”
The Modigliani-Miller
theorem is based on the assumption that the probability
distribution
of the cash flows to the firm is independent
of the capital structure.
It is now recognized that the existence of positive costs associated with bankruptcy and the presence of tax subsidies on corporate interest payments will
invalidate this irrelevance theorem precisely because the probability
distribution of future cash flows changes as the probability
of the incurrence of the
bankruptcy costs changes, i.e., as the ratio of debt to equity rises. We believe the
existence of agency costs provide stronger reasons for arguing that the probability
distribution
of future cash flows is not independent
of the capital or ownership
structure.
While the introduction
of bankruptcy
costs in the presence of tax subsidies
leads to a theory which defines an optimal capital structure,‘6
we argue that this
theory is seriously incomplete since it implies that no debt should ever bc used
in the absence of tax subsidies if bankruptcy
costs arc positive. Since WC know
debt was commonly used prior to the existence of the current tax subsidies on
interest pnymcnts this theory does not capture what must bc some important
determinants
of the corporate capital structure.
In addition, ncithcr bankruptcy
costs nor the existence of tax subsidies can
explain the USCof preferred stock or warrnts which have no tax advantages, and
there is no theory which tells us anything about what determines the fraction of
equity claims held by insiders as opposed to outsiders which our analysis in
section 2 indicates is so important. WC return to these issues later after analyzing
in detail the factors affecting the agency costs associated with debt.

4. The agency costs of debt
In general if the agency costs engendered by the existence of outside owners
are positive it will pay the absentee owner (i.e., shareholders)
to sell out to an
owner-manager
who can avoid these costs. ” This could bc accomplished
in
principle by having the manager become the sole equity holder by repurchasing
‘%ee Kraus and Litzcnberger (1972) and Lloyd-Davies (1975).
“And if there is competitive bidding for the firm from potential cwncr-managers
sentee owner will capture the capitalizcd value of these agency COSIS.

the ab-
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all of the outside equity claims with funds obtained through the issuance of
limited liability debt claims and the use of his own personal wealth. This singleowner corporation would not suffer the agency costs associated with outside
equity. Therefore there must be some compelling reasons why we find the
diffuse-owner corporate firm financed by equity claims so prevalent as an
organizational form.
An ingenious entrepreneur eager to expand, has open to him the opportunity
to design a whole hierarchy of fixed claims on assets and earnings, with premiums
paid for different levels of risk, 38 Why don’t we observe large corporations
individually owned with a tiny fraction of the capital supplied by the entrepreneur in return for IOUpercent of the equity and the rest simply borrowed?
We believe there are a number of reasons: (1) the incentive effects associated with
highly leveraged firms, (2) the monitoring costs these incentive effects engender,
and (3) bankruptcy costs. Furthermore, all of these costs are simply particular
aspects of the agency costs associated with the existence of debt claims on the
firm.
4.1. Tire incentive eflccts associated with debt
We don’t find many large firms financed almost entirely with debt type claims
(i.e., non-residual claims) because of the effect such a financial structure would
have on the owner-manager’s behavior. Potential creditors will not loan
$100,000,000 to a firm in which the entrepreneur has an investment of $10,000.
With that financial structure the owner-manager will have a strong incentive to
engage in activities (investments) which promise very high payoffs if successful
even if they have a very low probability of success. If they turn out well, he
captures most of the gains, if they turn out badly, the creditors bear most of the
costs.‘9
To illustrate the incentive effects associated with the existence of debt and to
provide a framework within which we can discuss the effects of monitoring and
bonding costs, wealth transfers, and the incidence of agency costs, we again
consider a simple situation. Assume we have a manager-owned firm with no debt
“The spectrum of claims which firms can issue is far more diverse than is suggested by our
two-way classification - fixed vs. residual. There are convertible bonds, equipment trust
certificates. debentures, revenue bonds, warrants, etc. Different bond issues can contain
diflerent subordination provisions with respect to assets and interest. They can be callable or
non-callable. Preferred stocks can be ‘preferred’ in a variety of dimensions and contain a
variety of subordination stipulations. In the abstract, we can imagine firms issuing claims
contingent on a literally inIinite variety of states of the world such as those considered in the
literature on the time-state-preference models of Arrow (1964), Debreu (1959) and Hirshleifer
(1970).
“An apt analogy is the way one would play poker on money borrowed at a fixed interest
rate, with one’s own liability limited to some very small stake. Fama and Miller (1972, pp.
179-180) also discuss and provide a numerical example of an investment decision which
illustrates very nicley the potential inconsistency between the interests of bondholders and
stockholders.
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outstanding in a world in which there’are no taxes. The firm has the opportunity
to take one of two mutually exclusive equal cost investment opportunities,
each
of which yields a random payoff, xi, T periods in the future 0’ = 1,2). Production and monitoring
activities take place continuously
between time 0 and
time T, and markets in which the claims on the firm can be traded are open
continuously
over this period. After time T the firm has no productive activities
so the payoff Xi includes the distribution
of all remaining assets. For simplicity,
we assume that the two distributions
are log-normally
distributed and have the
same expected total payoff, E(x), where 2 is defined as the logarithm of the final
payoff. The distributions
differ only by their variances with ~7: < a:. The
systematic or covariance
risk of each of the distributions,
Pi, in the Sharpe
(1964) - Lintner (1965) capital asset pricing model, is assumed to be identical.
Assuming that asset prices are determined according to the capital asset pricing
model, the preceding assumptions
imply that the total market value of each
of these distributions
is identical, and we represent this value by V.
If the owner-manager
has the right to decide which investment
program to
take, and if after he decides this he has the opportunity
to sell part or all of his
claims on the outcomes in the form of either debt or equity, he will be indifferent
between the two investments.”
However, if the owner has the opportunity
to@
issue debt, then to decide
which of the investments
to take, and then to sell all or part of his remaining
equity claim on the market, he will not be indifferent between the two investments. The reason is that by promising to take the low variance project, selling
bonds and then taking the high variance project he can transfer wealth from the
(naive) bondholders
to hirnsclf as equity holder.
Let X* be the amount of thc”fixcd”claim
in the form ofa non-coupon bearing
bond sold to the bondholders
such that the total payofT to them, R, (j = 1,2,
denotes the distribution
the manager chooses), is
R, = X*,
=

x,,

if

R, 2 X+,

if

X, 5, X*.

Let E, be the current market value of bondholder claims if investment I is taken,
and let B, be the current market value of bondholders
claims if investment 2 is
taken. Since in this example the total value of the firm, V, is independent
of the
investment
choice and also of the financing decision we can use the BlackScholes (1973) option pricing model to determine the values of the debt, B,, and
equity, S,, under each of the choices.”
‘OThe portfolio diversification issues facing the owner-manager are brought into the analysis
in section 5 below.
4*Sce Smith (1976) for a review of this option pricing literature and its applications and
Galai and Masulis (1976) who apply the option pricing model lo mergers, and corporate
investment decisions.
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Black-Scholes
derive the solution for the value of a European
call option
(one which can be exercised only at the maturity date) and argue that the resulting
option pricing equation can be used to determine the value of the equity claim
on a levered firm. That is the stockholders
in such a firm can be viewed as
holding a European call option on the total value of the firm with exercise price
equal to X* (the face value of the debt), exercisable at the maturity date of the
debt issue. More simply, the stockholders
have the right to buy the firm back
from the bondholders for a price of X’ at time T. Merton (1973,1974) shows that
as the variance of the outcome distribution
rises the value of the stock (i.e., call
option) rises, and since our two distributions
differ only in their variances,
a$ < at, the equity value S, is less than S,. This implies B, > B,,
since
8, = V-S,
and B2 = V-Sz.
Now if the owner-manager
could sell bonds with face value X* under the
conditions that the potential bondholders
believed this to be a claim on distribution I, he would receive a price of B, . After selling the bonds, his equity interest
in distribution
I would have value S,. But we know SL is greater than S, and
thus the manager can make himself better off by changing the investment to
take the higher variance distribution
2, thereby redistributing
wealth from the
bondholders
to himself. All this assumes of course that the bondholders
could
not prevent him from changing the investment
program. If I/W bon&&fcrs
camnot r/o so, NN~Ii/ 111cypcrcciw da, the manager has the opportunity to take
distribution
2 they will pny the nmagcr only B, fortheclaim X*, realizing that
his maximi:ing
bcharior will kad him to choose ciistributiorr 2. In this event there
is no redistribution
of wealth bctwecn bondholders
and stockholders (and in
general with rational expectations
there never will be) and no welfare loss. It is
easy to construct a cast, however, in which thssc incentive elTccts do generate
real costs.
Let cash flow distribution
2 in the previous example have an expcctcd value,
,5(X,), which is lower than that of distribution
I. Then we know that V, > V,,
and if d Y, which is given by

AV = If-v,

= (S,-S2)+(B1-B2),

is suficiently
small relative to the reduction in the value of the bonds the value
the expression for AV WC see that the
of the stock will increase.42 Rearranging
*‘While we used the option pricing model above to motivate the discucsion and provide
some intuitive understanding of the inccntivcs facing the equity holders, the option pricing
solutions of Uack and Scholcs (1973) do not apply when incentive effects cause V to be a
function of the debtlcquity ratio as it is in general and in this example. Long (1974) points out
this difficulty with respect to the usefulness of the model in the context of tax subsidies on
interest and bankruptcy cost. The results of Mcrton (1974) and Galai and Masulis (1976) must
be interprctcd with care since the solutions arc strictly inrorrcct in the context of tax subsidies
and/or agency costs.
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is given by

and the first term on the RHS, B, -E,,
is the amount of wealth “transferred”
from the bondholders
and V, - Y, is the reduction in overall firm value. Since
can be positive even though the reduction
in the
we know B, > B,, S, -S,
value of the firm, V, - Y,, is positive.J’ Again, the bondholders will not actually
lose as long as they accurately perceive the motivation
of the equity owning
manager and his opportunity
to take project 3. They will presume he ivill take
investment 2, and hence will pay no more than f?, for the bonds when they are
issued.
In this simple example the reduced value of the firm, V, - V,, is the agency
cost engendered by the issuance of debt a’ and it is borne by the owner-manager.
If he could finance the project out of his personal bvealth, he would clearly
choose project 1 since its investment
outlay was assumed equal to that of
project 2 and its market value, V,, was greater. This ivcnlth loss, V, - Y,, is
the “residual loss” portion of what we have defined as agency costs and it is
generated by the cooperation
rcquircd to raise the funds to make rhe investment.
Another important
part of the agency costs are monitoring
and bonding costs
and WCnow consider their role.

In principle
it \voulrl bc possible for the bondholders,
by the inclusion
of
various covenants in the indcnturc provisions, to limit the managerial
behavior

4J’IIx numerical cxarnplc of t:3rn3 and Miller (1972. pp. 170-180) is ;L close representation
of this case in ;L two-period state rnoJel. Il~wcvcr, they go on to tn.~kc the fullowing statement
on p. 180:
‘From a prnctical viewpoint. however, situations of potential
conflict
betwc-n
bondholders and shareholders
in the application
of the market value rule arc probably unimportant. In general. invcsfmcnt
opportunitisn
that increase J firm’s market value by more
than their cost both increase the v;lluc of the firm’s shares and strengthen the firm’s future
ability to meet its current bond commitments.’
This first issue regarding the importance
of the contlict of interest between bondholders
and
stockholders
is an empirical one. and the Iat statement is incomplete
- in some circumstances
the equity holdcrc could bcnclit from projcctr whose net dect was to rclluze the total vnlue
of the firm 3s they and WC have illuctr;~rcd. The issue cannot be brushed aside so easily.
*‘Myus (1975) points out another serious incentive efTect on managerial
decisions of the
existence of debt uhich does not occur in our simple single decision world. He shows that if the
firm has the option to f:~hc future invcstmcnt opportunities
the existence of debt which matures
after the options must be taken will CLIUSC the firm (using an equity value m;irtimiring
investmcnt rule) to rcfure IO fake sumc otherwise
profitable
projects because thry would bcncfit
only the bondholders
and not the equity holders. This will (in the clbscncc of tax subsidies to
debt) cau~ the value of the firm to fall. Thus (although he doesn’t use the term) these incentive
eUccts also contribute
to the agency costs of debt in a manner perfectly consistent with the
cxclmples dincusscd in the 1~x1.
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which results in reductions in the value of the bonds. Provisions which impose
constraints on management’s decisions regarding such things as dividends,
future debt issues,4s and maintenance of working capital are not uncommon
in bond issues.*6 To completely protect the bondholders from the incentive
effects, these provisions would have to be incredibly detailed and cover most
operating aspects of the enterprise including limitations on the riskiness of the
projects undertaken. The costs involved in writing such provisions, the costs of
enforcing them and the reduced profitability of the firm (induced because the
covenants occasionally limit management’s ability to take optimal actions on
certain issues) would likely be non-trivial. In fact, since management is a continuous decision making process it will be almost impossible to completely
specify such conditions without having the bondholders actually perform the
management function. All costs associated with such covenants are what we
mean by. monitoring costs.
The bondholders will have incentives to engage in the writing of such covenants
and in monitoring the actions of the manager to the point where the “nominal”
marginal cost to them of such activities is just equal to the marginal benefits
they perceive from engaging in them. We use the word nominal here because
debtholdcrs will not in fact bear these costs. As long as they recognize their
existence, they will take them into account in deciding the price they will pay
for any given debt clain1,47 and therefore the seller of the claim (the owner) will
bear the costs just as in the equity case discussed in section 2.
In addition the manager ha‘s incentives to take into account the costs imposed
on the firm by covenants in the debt agreement which directly affect the future
cash flows of the firm since they rcducc the market value of his claims. Because
both the external and internal monitoring costs arc imposed on the ownermanager it is in his interest to see that the monitoring is performed in the lowest
cost way. Suppose, for example, that the bondholders (or outside equity holders)
would find it worthwhile to produce dctailcd financial statements such as those
contained in the usual published accounting reports as a means of monitoring
the manager. If the manager himself can produce such information at lower costs
than they (perhaps because he is already collecting much of the data they
desire for his own internal decision making purposes), it would pay him to
agree in advance to incur the cost of providing such reports and to have their

4’Black-Scholes(1973)
redistribute

wealth

discuss ways in which dividend and future
between classes of claimants on the firm.

4bBlack Miller and Posner (1974) discuss many of thcsc issues with
the govern’ment regulation of bank holding companies.

financing

particular

policy

can

reference to

“In
other words, these costs will be taken into account in detcrming the yield to maturity
on the issue. For an examination
of the etfccts of such enforcement costs on the nominal
interest rates in the consumer small loan market, see Rcnston (1977).
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accuracy testified to by an independent outside auditor. This is an example of
what we refer to as bonding costs.4**49
4.3. Bankrrrpfcy anti reorganizafion

costs

We argue in section 5 that as the debt in the capital structure increases beyond
some point the marginal agency costs of debt begin to dominate the marginal
48To illustrate the fact that it will sometimes pay the manager to incur ‘bonding’ costs to
guarantee the bondholders that he will not deviate from his promised behavior let us suppose
that for an expenditure of $6 of the firm’s resources he can guarantee that project 1 will be
chosen. If he spends these resources and takes project I the value of the firm will be V,-b
and clearly as long as f I’, -6) > Y,. or allernatively (6 - V,) > b he will be better off.
since his wealth wii be ,;aI
to the v&e of the firm minus the required investment, I (which
we assumed for simplicity to be identical for the two projects).

On the other hand, to prove that the owner-manager prefers the lowest cost solution to the
conllict let us assume hc can write a covenant into the bond issue which will allow the bondholders to prevent him from taking project 2, if they incur monitoring costs of Sm. where
or < b. If he does this his wealth will be higher by the amount 6-m. To see this note that if the
bond market is competitive and makes unbiased estimates, poIenIial bondholders will be
indifferent bcttrecn:
(i) a claim X’ with no covenant (and no guarantees from management) at a price of B2,
(ii) a claim A’* with no covenant (and guarantees from management, through bondingexpenditurcs by the firm of 4h. that project I will be taken) at a price of 0, , and
(iii) a claim A” with a covenant and the opporIuniIy IO spend m on monitoring (to guarantee
project I will be Inkcn) at a price of B, -m.

The

hontlholdcrs
will rcalizc that (i) rcprcscnts in fact a claim on project 2 and that (ii) and
lcprescnt a claim on project 1 and arc thus indiflercn! bclwccn the three options at the
spccilictl prices. l’hc owner-manager. howcvcr, will not bc: indltfcrcnt bctwccn incurring the
bonding COSIC,6. tlircctly. or including Ihc covcnanI in Ihe bond idcnfurc and IcIIing the bondholdcrc spcntl OI to gunrantcc that hc Iakc project I. llis wealth in the IWO cases will bc given
by the v;~luc of his cctuity plu% Ihc proccctls of the bond issue Ices the rcquircd invcstmcnt.
and if II/ .: b d: I,‘, - I’*. then his post-investment-financing wealrh. W, for the three options
\rill IX Wch Ihat II’, *: lt’,, -C It’,,,. Thcrcforc. since it would incrc;lsc his wealth, hc would
vc,lllnt;lrily
include Ihc covcnanI in Ihc bond issue and Ict the bondholders monitor.
“‘We mention, without going inIo fhc problem in detail, that similar to the case in which
Ihc out4dc ccluiry holders arc allowed to monilor Ihc manaycr-owner, the agency relationship
bctuccn the hontlholdcrs and stochholdcrs has a symmstry if the rights of the bontlholdcrs
IO limit actions of the manager are WI pcrfcctly spcllcd out. Suppose the bondholders.
by
spending sutlicicnfly large amounts of rcsourccs, could force management to take actions
which ~oultl tran\fcr ucai~h from Ihc equity holder IO Ihc bondholders (by taking sufficiently
ICSSrisky projccls). One can ca\ily construcf situations whcrc such actions could mukc the
b~~ntlholtlcrs bcttcr elf. hurt the equity holders and actually lower the total value of the firm.
Given Ihe n;lIurc of 1hc debt contract Ihc original owner-manager
might maximize his wealth
in such a sifuation hy selling off the equiry and kcyping the bonds as his ‘owner’s’ interest. If
the nature of rhc hcnd contract is given. Ihis may well be an incfiicicnt solution since the
toi; agency costs (i.c.. Ihc sum of monitoring and value loss) could easily be higher than the
:IlIcrn:ltl\c solution. ~lo\\cvcr. if the owner-nlanagcr
could strictly limit the rights of the bond-

(iii)

h~ldc~s (pcrh:tps by incIuGon of a provision which expressly rcscrvcs all rights not specifically
grant4
to lhc bondholtlcr
for the equity holder), hc would find it in his interest to establish
the cllicicnt cc>ntractual arrangemcn1 since by minimizing
the agency COSIShc would be matimirillg
hi\ acallh. Thetc issuer involve the fundamental nature of conlracts and for now we
simply assume that fhc ‘bondholders’
rights arc strictly limited and unambiguous
and aII
right< not spcciIicnlly grantsd them arc rcscrvcd for the ‘stockholders’;
a situation descriptive
of actual institutional
arrangements.
This allows us to avoid the incentive effecls associated

with ‘bondholders’ polcntially exploiting ‘sfockholders’.
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agency costs of outside equity and the result of this is the generally observed
phenomenon
of the simultaneous
use of both debt snd outside equity. Before

these issues, however,

considering

of the agency costs of debt which
dominate
costs.

capital

structures

we consider

here the third

helps to explain

- the existence

major

component

why debt doesn’t

completely

of bankruptcy

and

reorganization

It is important
to emphasize that bankruptcy
and liquidation
are very different
events. The legal definition
of bankruptcy
is difficult to specify precisely. In
general,

it occurs

obligation,”
bankruptcy

when

the firm

cannot

meet a current

payment

or one or more of the other indenture
provisions
is violated by the firm. In this event the stockholders

on a debt

providing
for
have lost all

on the firm,51 and the remaining
loss, the difference between the face
of the fixed claims nnd the market value of the firm, is borne by the
debtholdcrs.
Liquidation
of the firm’s assets will occur only if the market value of
the future cash ~10~s generated by the firm is less than the opportunity
cost of

claims

value

the nssets,

i.e., the

sum

of the vnlues

which

could

be realized

if the assets bvere

sold pieccmenl.
If thcrc were no costs nssociatcd with the event called bankruptcy
the total
market value of the firm would not bc affected by increnzing the probability
of its
incurrencc.

Howcvcr,

it is costly, if not impossible,

to write contracts

rcprcscnting

claims on :I firm which clearly dolincntc the rights of holders for all pos\ihlc
contingcncicc.
Thus cvw if thcrc wcrc no adverse inccntivc cITccts in expanding
fixed claims rclntivc to equity in a firm, the USC ot’ such lined claims would bc
constrained
by the costs inhcrcnt in defining and enforcing those claims. Firms
incur obligations

daily to suppliers,

to employees,

to dilfcrent

clnsscs of investors,

etc. So long as the firm is prospering,
the adjudication
of claims is seldom a
problem. When the lirm has rlilticulty
meeting some of its obligations,
however,
the issue of the priority

of those claims can pose serious problems.

This is most

obvious in the extreme C;LSC whcrc the firm is forced into bankruptcy.
If bankruptcy were costless, the reorganization
would bc accompnnicd
by an adjustment of the claims of various parties and the business, could, if that proved to
be in the interest
managemcntj.

of the claimants,

simply

go on (although

perhaps

under

new

sz

“If
the firm were nllowcd IO sell assets IO meet a current debt obligation, bankruptcy
would occur when the total market vclluc of the future cash flows cxpcted
IO bc gcneratcd
by
the firm is less than the value of a current payment on a debt obligation.
h4any bond indentures
do not, however. allow for the salt of ~SSCIS IO rnect debt obligcltlons.
“‘N’c have been told th;lt while this is true in principle, the actual behavior of the courts
appears IO frequently involve the provision of some settlcmcnt to the common stockholders
even *hen the assets of the company WC not sutficient to cover the claims of the credirors.
‘*If under bankruptcy
Ihe bondholders have the righI 10 tire the managcmcnt, the managemcnt will have some incentives 10 avoid (aking actions which increase the probability of this
event (even if it is in the best intcrcsc of the equity holders) if they (the manngemcnt) arc earning
rents or if they h;lvc human capilal specialized to this lirm or if they fxc large adjustment
costs in finding new employment.
A derailed examination
of this issue involves the value of the
control rights ([he rights IO hire and lirc the manager) and WC Icave it to a subsequent paper.
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In practice, bankruptcy
is not costless, but generally involves an adjudication
process which itself consumes a fraction of the remaining value of the assets of
the firm. Thus the cost of bankruptcy
will be of concern to potential buyers of
fixed claims in the firm since their existence will reduce the payoffs to them in
the event of bankruptcy.
These are examples of the agency costs of cooperative
efforts among individuals
(although
in this case perhaps “non-cooperative”
would be a better term). The price buyers will be willing to pay for fixed claims
will thus be inversely related to the probability
of the incurrence of these costs
i.e., to the probability of bankruptcy.
Using a variant of the argument employed
above for monitoring costs, it can be shown that the total value of the firm will
fall, and the owner-manager
equity holder will bear the entire wealth effect of
the bankruptcy
costs as long as potential bondholders
make unbiased estimates
of their magnitude at the time they initially purchase bonds.53
Empirical studies of the magnitude
of bankruptcy
costs are almost nonexistent. Warner (1975) in a study of I I railroad bankruptcies
between 1930 and
1955 estimates the average costs of bankruptcy”
as a fraction of the value of
the firm three years prior to bankruptcy
to be 2.5% (with a range of 0.4%
to 5.9%). The average dollar costs were $1.88 million. Both of these measures
seem remarkably small and are consistent with our belief that bankruptcy costs
themselves
are unlikely to bc the major determinant
of corporate
capital
structures. It is also interesting to note that the annual amount of &faulted funds
has fallen significantly since 1940. [See Atkinson (l967).] One possible explanation for this phcnomcna
is that firms arc using mergers to avoid the costs of
bankruptcy.
This hypothesis seems even more reasonable,
if, as is frequently
the case, rcorgnnization
costs represent only a fraction of the costs associated
with bankruptcy.
In gcncral the revenues or the cperating costs of the firm arc not indcpendcnt
of the probability of bankruptcy and thus the capital structure of the firm. As the
probability
of bankruptcy
increases, both the operating costs and the revenues
of the firm are advcrscly affected, and some of these costs can be avoided
by
merger. For example, a firm with a high probability of bankruptcy will also find
that it must pay higher salaries to induce exccutivcs to accept the higher risk of
unemployment.
Furthermore,
in certain kin& of durable goods industries the
demand function for the firm’s product will not be independent
of the probability of bankruptcy.
The computer industry is a good example. There, the
buyer’s welfare is dependent to a significant extent on the ability to maintain the
equipment,
and on continuous
hardware and software development.
Furthermore, the owner of a large computer often receives benefits from the software
“Kraus and LiIzenbcrgcr (1972) and Lloyd-Davies (1975) dcmonslratc that the lotal value
of the firm will be reduced by these costs.
34Thcsc inchxk only payments (0 aIt parties for legat fCys, professional SCrvicCs. trustees’
fees and filing fees. They do not include the costs of m~napmcnt tirnc or chaws in cash flows
due IO shifts in ~IIC firm’s demand or cost functions digussed below.
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developments

of other

users. Thus if the manufacturer

leaves the business or

loses his software support and development
experts because of financial difficulties, the value of the equipment
to his users will decline. The buyers of such
services have a continuing
interest in the manufacturer’s
viability not unlike that
of a bondholder,
except that their benefits come in the form of continuing
services at lower cost rather than principle
and interest payments.
Service
facilities

and spare parts for automobiles

In summary

(1) the
(4

and machinery

then the agency costs associated

opportunity

wealth

loss caused by the impact ofdebt

decisions of the firm,
the monitoring
and bonding
owner-manager

(3) the bankruptcy

are other examples.

with debts5 consist of:

expenditures

on the investment

by the bondholders

and the

(i.e., the firm),
and reorganization

costs.

We have argued that the owner-manager

bears the entire wealth effects of the

agency costs of debt and he captures the gains from reducing them. Thus, the
agency costs associated with debt discussed above will tend, in the absence of
other mitigating
factors, to discourage
factors that cncouragc its use?
One factor

is the tax subsidy

the use of corporate

on intcrcst

payments.

debt. What are the

(This

will

not explain

preferred stock where dividends arc not tax dcductiblc.)s6
Modigliani
and Miller
(1963) originally
demonstrated
that the use of riskless pcrpctual debt will increase
the total

value

of the firm (ignoring

the agency

costs)

by an amount

equal to

~11, whcrc T is the marginal and average corporate
tax rate and B is the market
value of the debt. Famn and Miller (1972, ch. 4) demonstrate
that for the cast of
risky debt the value of the firm will increase by the market
1:1x subsidy

on the interest

payments.

Again,

value of the (uncertain)

these gains will accrue entirely

to

“Which.
incidentally, exist only when the debt has some probability of default.
“‘Our theory is capable of explaining why in the absence of the tax subsidy on interest paymcnts, WC would expect to find firms using both debt and prcfcrred stocks-a
problem which
has long purrled at least one of the authors. If preferred stock has all the characteristics
of
drbt except for the fact that its holders cannot put the firm into bankruptcy
in the event of
nonpayment
of the preferred dividends, then the agency costs associated with the issuance of
prcfcrrcd stock will be lower than those associated with debt by the present value of the bankruptcy costs.
However.
these lower agency costs of preferred stock exist only over some range if as the
amount of such stock rises the incentive effects caused by their existence impose value rcduc(ions which arc larger than that caused by debt (including the bankruptcy costs of debt). There
are two reasons for this. First, the equity holder’s c!aims can be eliminated by the debtholders
in the event of bankruptcy,
and second, the debtholders have the right to fire the management
in the event of bankruptcy.
Both of these will tend to become more important as an advantage
to the issuance of debt as we compare situations with large amounts of preferred stock to
equivnlcnt situations with large amounts of debt because they will tend to reduce the incentive
e(fccts of large amounts of prcferrcd stock.
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the equity and will provide an incentive ‘.o utilize debt to the point where the
marginal wealth benefits of the tax subsidy are just equal to the marginal wealth
effects of the agency costs discussed above.
However, even in the absence of these tax benefits, debt would be utilized if the
ability to exploit potentially profitable investment opportunities
is limited by the
resources of the owner, If the owner of a project cannot raise capital he will
suffer an opportunity
loss represented by the increment in value offered to him
by the additional investment opportunities.
Thus even though he will bear the
agency costs from selling debt, he will find it desirable to incur them to obtain
additional
capital as long as the marginal wealth increments
from the new
investments
projects are greater than the marginal agency costs of debt, and
these agency costs are in turn fess than those caused by the sale of additional
equity discussed in section 2. Furthermore,
this solution is optimal from the
social viewpoint. However, in the absence of tax subsidies on debt these projects
must be unique to this firm” or they would be taken by other competitive entrepreneurs (perhaps new ones) who possessed the requisite personal wealth to fully
finance the projects”
and therefore able to avoid the existence of debt or
outside equity.

5. A theory of the corporate ownership structure
In the previous sections wc discussed the nature of agency costs associated
with outside claims on the firm - both debt and equity. Our purpose here is to
infcgratc thcsc concepts into the beginnings of a theory of the corporate owner-.
ship structure.
WC USC the term “ownership
structure”
rather than “capikd
structure”
1o highlight the fact that the crucial vnriablcs to bc dctcrmined are not
just the rclativc amounts of debt and equity but also the fraction of the equity
held by the manngcr. Thus, for a given size firm WC want a theory to determine
three variables:‘”
“One other conditions also has to hold to justify the incurrcncc of the costs associated with
the USCofdcht or outside equity in our firm. If thcrc are other individuals in the economy who
have suflicicntly
large amounts of pcrsonul capital to finrrncc the cntirc firm, our capital
constmincd owner can rcalirc the full capital value of his current and prospective projects and
avoid the agency Costs by simply selling the firm (i.e. the, right to take these projects) to one of
thcsc individuals. tic will then avoid the wealth losses associated with the agency costs caused
by the sale of debt or outside equity. If no such individuals exist, it will pay him (and society)
to obfain the additional capital in the debt market. This implies. incidentally.
that it is somewhat mi~lcading to speak of the owner-manager
as fhc individual who bears the agency COSIS.
One could argue that it is the project which bears the costs since, if it is not sufftciently profitable
to cover all the costs (including the agency costs), it will not be taken. WC continue to spk
of the owner-manager
bearing thcsc costs IO emphasize the more correct and important point
that he has the incentive to reduce them because, if he don, his wealth will be increased.
“‘WC continue to ignore for the moment the additional complicating factor involved with
the portfolio
decisions of the owner, and the implied acccptancx of potentially
diversitiable
risk by such 100% owners in this example.
SyWc continue to ignore such instrutncnts
as convcrtiblc bonds and warrants.
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Si : inside equity (held by the manager),
s,

: outside equity (held by anyone outside of the firm),

B : debt (held by anyone outside of the firm).
The total market value of the equity is S = Si + S,, and the total market value
of the firm is V = S+ B. In addition, we also wish to have a theory which determines the optimal size of the firm, i.e., its level of investment.

5.1.

Determination of the oplimal ratio of outside equity to debt

Consider first the determination
of the optimal ratio of outside equity to debt,
S,,/B. To do this let us hold the size of the firm constant.
V, the actual value
of the firm for a given size, will depend on the agency costs incurred, hence we
use as our index of size V*, the value of the firm at a given scale when agency costs
are zero. For the moment we also hold the amount of outside financing (B + SO>,
constant. Given that a specified amount of financing (B+S,) is to be obtained
externally our problem is to determine the optimal fraction E* E S,*/(B+S,)
to be financed with equity.

u
t

10

0

E

x
FRACTION

Fig. 5. Tokd agency
tinnncing. I;‘ z S,/(B
ing (B+S.).
As.(E)
associafcd with debt,

OF

OUTSIDE
FROM

FINANCING
EOUITY

OBTAINED

COSPG.A,(E),
as 3 function of the ratio of outside equity, to total outside
f S,). for 9 given firm size V* and given total amounts of outsidc tinanc2 agency costs associated with outsidc equity. A,,(E) 3 agency costs
B. AT(P)
= minimum
10611 agency costs at optimal fraction of outside
financing EC+.
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argued above that: (1) as long as capital markets are efficient (i.e., charac-

terized

by rational

equity

expectations)

will reflect unbiased

the prices of assets such as debt and outside

estimates

of the monitoring

costs and redistributions

which the agency relationship
will engender, and (2) the selling owner-manager
will bear these agency costs. Thus from the owner-manager’s
standpoint
the
optimal

proportion

of outside

funds to be obtained

for II given Iecel of internal equity is
costs.
Fig.

5 presents a breakdown

from

equity

(versus debt)

that E which results in minimum

of the agency

costs into

two

total agency
separate

com-

ponents: Define A,,(E) as the total agency costs (a function of E) associated with
the ‘exploitation’
of the outside equity holders by the owner-manager,
and
A,(E)

as the total agency costs associated

with the presence ofdebt

in the owner-

shipstructure.
A,(E) = A,(E)+A,(E)
is the total agency cost.
Consider the function A,,(E). When E = S,/(B+S,)
is zero, i.e., when there
is no outside equity, the manager’s incentives to exploit the outside equity is at
a minimum

(zero) since the changes in the value of the to/r11 equity

are equal to

the changes in his equity.60
As E increases to 100 percent his incentives to
exploit the outside equity holders increase and hence the agency costs A,,(E)
increase.
The agency costs associated

with

mainly

in the firm and monitoring

of the value reductions

manager’s
incrcnsing
outside

the existence

of debt, rfB(E) are cornposed
costs cnu~cd by the

inccntivc to rcnllocnte wealth from the bondholders
to hirnsclf
the vnluc of his equity claim. They arc at a maximum
whcrc

funds arc obtained

from

d&t,

by
all

i.c., whcrc S,, = E = 0. As the amount

of debt dcclincs to zero thcsc costs also go to zero bccausc as E goes to I, his
inccntivc
to reallocate
wealth from the hondholdcrs
to himself frills. These
inccntivcs

fall for two reasons:

(I) tlic total

amount

of d&t

frills, and thcrcforc

it is more diflicult to rcallocatc any given amount away from the dcbtholdcrs,
and (2) his share of any reallocation
which is accomplished
is frilling since S, is
rising and thcrcforc SJ(.S, + S,), his share of the total equity, is f;Jling.
The curve n,.(E) rcprcsents the sum of the agency costs from various combin,ltionr

of outside

60Not~.

equity

and as long as /is,(E)

and /1,(E) arc

that even when outsiders own none of the equity fhc stocliliolder-mnn:lgcr
IO cng:~gcin activities which yield him non-pecuniary
bcnctits but
reduce Ihr value of rhc firm by more than hc pcrsordly
vducs Ihc bcnclifs if lhcrc is any risky
debt oulslancling.
Any such actions hc rakes which rcclucc the vatuc of the firm, V, [end to
rcducc the vatuc of fhc bonds 3~ wctt 3s fhc value of the equity. Although
the option pricing
model d~s no1 in general apply c.~c~ly IO the problem of valuing rhc Jcbt and equity of the
firm, it can bc uscf’ul in obt;lining some qualir:lrivc
Insights info m311crs such ns this. In the
option pricing model ?.S/GI’ indicalcg the rate at irhich fhr stock v:~luc ch;mg:cr per dollar
change in the vclluc of the firm (and similarly for afl/Jl’). Uo,th of thc:‘ic terms arc Icss th;ln unity
[cf. Blxk and Schotcs (1973)j. l‘hcrcforc,
any xlion
of Ihc mcln;lpr which reduces the vntur of
rhc firm, I’, tends IO rrducc ~hc valur: of both IIIC stock ad rhc bund~. and fhc larger is IIIC
total dcbt,‘cquily
ratio the smaller is fhc imp;lcr of any given chanys in L’on rhc value of the
cquily. and thcrcforc, the loucr is [hc COSI IO him of consuming non-pccuninry
bcncfifs.
still

howcvcr,

and debt tinancing,

has some inccnfivcs
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as we have drawn them the minimum total agency cost for given size firm and
outside financing will occur at some point such as A,(P)
with a mixture of both
debt and equity.6’
A caveat.
Before proceeding further we point out that the issue regarding the
exact shapes of the functions drawn in fig. 5 and several others discussed below
is essentially an open question at this time. In the end the shape of these functions
is a question of fact and can only be settled by empirical evidence. We outline
some a priori arguments which we believe lead to some plausible hypotheses
about the behavior of the system, but confess that we are far from understanding the many conceptual subtleties of the problem. We are fairly confident
of our arguments
regarding the signs of the first derivatives of the functions,
but the second derivatives are also important to the final solution and much more
work (both theoretical
and empirical) is required before we can have much
confidence regarding these parameters. We anticipate the work of others as well
as our own to cast more light on these issues. Moreover, we suspect the results of
such efforts will generate revisions to the details of what follows. We believe it is
worthwhile to delineate the overall framework in order to demonstrate,
if only
in a simplified fashion, how the major pieces of the puzzle fit together into a
cohesive structure.

5.2. EJJlcts of the scak of out:ri~kl/iticrrlcitl~~
In order to invcstigntc the cffccts of increasing the amount of outside financing,
B+ S,,. and thcrcforc reducing the amount of equity hcltl by the manager, Si,
wc continue to hold the scale of the firm, I’*, constant. Fig. 6 prcscnts a plot of
the agency cost functions, A,“(E), A ,,(l:‘) and A ,(I:) = Al,”
+ A *(I:‘), for two
ditTercnt Icvcls of outsidc financing. Dclinc an in&x of the amount of outside
tinancing to be
K = (B+S,)/V*,

and consider two different possible levels of outside financing KO and A’, for a
given scale of the tirm such that K, < K, .
As the amount of outside equity increases, the owner’s fractional claim on the
firm, 2. falls. Hc will be induced thereby to take additional
non-pecuniary
benefits out of the firm because his share of the cost falls. ‘This also increases the
marginal benclits from monitoring
activities and therefore will tend to increase
the optimal level of monitoring.
Both of these factors will cause the locus of
agency costs A,,(E; K) to shift upward as the fraction of outside ftnancing, K,
O’This occurs of course, 11ot at the intersection of A,.(E) and Ae(E). but at the point whcrc
the absolute val;e of the slopes of the functions arc equal, ix.. where A’s.(E)+
A’,(E)
= 0.
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increases. This is depicted in fig. 6 by the two curves representing the agency costs
of equity, one for the low lev,el of outside financing. A,“( E: h;). the other for the
high level of outside financing, A,,(E; K,). The locus of the latter lies above the
former everywhere except at the origin where both are 0.
The agency cost of debt will similarly

rise as the amount

increases. This means that the locus ofAB(E;

of outside

tinansing

K,) for high outside financing.

lit,

IOW

OL’TS’DE
FINANCING

will lie above the locus of A,(E; K.,) for low outside financing, K0 because the
tot31 amount of resources which can be reallocated
from bondholders
increases
as the total amount of debt incrc:tses. f-lowcvcr, since these costs are zero when
the debt is zero for both K,, and K, the intercepts
at the right axis.
The net efkct
assumed

of the increased use of outside

of the A ,,(I:; K) curves coin&k
financing

given the cost functionc

in fig. 6 is to: (I) increase the total agency costs from A,-(E*; KJ to
A,(E*; K,), and (2) to increase the optimal fraction of outside funds obtained
from the sale of outside equity. We draw these functions for illustration
only
and are unwilling
to speculate at this time on the exact form of E*(K) which
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gives the general effects of increasing

outside financing on the relative quantities
of debt and equity.
The locus of points, A,(E*; K) where agency costs are minimized (not drawn
in fig. 6), determines E*(K), the optimal proportions
of equity and debt to be
used in obtaining outside funds as the fraction of outside funds, K, ranges from
0 to 100 percent. The solid line in fig. 7 is a plot of the minimum total agency costs

A,(E’.K.V’)

I

A;(K.V;t

K

0
FRACTION

Fig. 7. Total

as a function

agncy

OF FIRM

FINANCED

BY OUTSIDE

COSI!, as ;I function of lhc fraction of 111cfirm
lb Iwo firm sires, k’,* i Vu*.

of the amount

of outside

financing

CLAIMS

linanccd by outsidc claims

for a firm with scale V3. The

dotted lint shows the total agency costs for a larger firm with scale V: > I$.
That is, we hypothcsizc that the larger the firm becomes
111~ larger are the total
agency costs bccausc it is likely that the monitoring
difiicult and expensive in a larger organization.

function is inherently more

The model WC have used to explain the cxistcncc of minority shareholders and
debt in the capital structure of corporations implies that the owner-manager,
if he resorts to any outside funding, will have his entire wealth invested in the
firm. The reason is that hc can thcrchy avoid the agency costs which additional
outside funding impost. This suggests he would not resort to outside funding
until he had invested LOOpercent of his personal wealth in the firm - an implica-
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tion which is not consistent with what we generally observe. blast ownermanagers hold personal wealth in a variety of forms, and some have only a
relatively small fraction of their wealth invested in the corporation
they
manage.62 Diversification
on the part of owner-managers
can be explained by
risk aversion and optimal portfolio selection.
If the returns from assets are not perfectly correlated an individual can reduce
the riskiness of the returns on his portfolio by dividing his wealth among many
different assets, i.e., by diversifying. 63 Thus a manager who invests all of his
wealth in a single firm (his own) will generally bear a ivelfare loss (if he is risk
averse) because he is bearing more risk than necessary. He will, of course, be
willing to pay something to avoid this risk, and the costs he musr bear to
accomplish this diversification
will be the agency costs outlined above. He will
suffer a xnlth
loss as he reduces his fractional oivnership because prospective
shareholders and bondholders will take into account the agency costs. Nevertheless, the manager’s desire to avoid risk will contribute to his becoming a minority
stockholder.

5.4. Dcfurrrhatiorr

of IIICoptimal artrow/ of oufsitk. filrancitrg,

K*

Assume for the moment that the owner of a project (i.c., the owner of a
prospcctivc firm) has enough ~~11th to finance the cntirc project himself. The
optimal scale of the corporation
is then dctcrmined
by the condilion
lhal,
AY- AI = 0. In gcncral if the returns to the Jirm are uncertain
the owncrmanager can incrcnsc his wclfarc by selling off part of the firm cithcr a\ debt
or equity and rcinvcsting the proceeds in other assets. Jf hc dots this with the
oprimal combinn!ion
of tlcbt and cquiry (as in fig. 6) the total wcal~h reduction
hc will incur is given by fhe agency cost function, ,4,(E*, K; V*) in fig. 7. The
functions Ar(f:‘*, h’; V*) will bc S shaped (as drawn) if total agency costs for a
given scale of lirm increase at an increasing rate a1 low lcvcls of outside Jinancing,
and at a dccrcasirig rate for high JcvcJs of outside
financing as monitoring
imposes more and more constrainls
on the manager’s actions.
Fig. 8 shows marginal agency costs as a function of h’, the fraction of the firm
financed with outside funds assuming the total agency cost function is as plotted
in fig. 7, and assuming the scale of the firm is fixed. The demand by the owncrmanager for oulsidc financing is shown by the remaining curve in fig. 8. This curve
rcprcsents the marginal value of the increased diversification
which the manager
620n the average, howcvcr, rap managers seem to h;lvc substantial holdings in absolute
dollars. A rcccnt survey by Wytmar (@‘N/I S~rczt Jo~~~rtrl.August 13, 1974, p. 1) rcporlcd that
the median value of 8X chief exccufivc officers’ stock holdings in their cornpanics at ycx end
1973 was $557,000 arid $1.3 million 31 year end 1972.
“‘Thcsc
diversification
clTcc~s can bc substantial.
Evans and Archer (1968) show that on
the avcragc for New York Stock Exchange sccuri[ics appronimatcly
55 y0 of the total risk (as
mcasurcd by standard deviation of portfolio returns) can bc climinatcd
by following B naive
strategy of dividing one’s BSWS equally among 40 randomly sclcctcd securities.
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can obtain by reducing his ownership
claims and optimally constructing
a
diversified portfolio. It is measured by the amount he would pay to be allowed
to reduce his ownership claims by a dollar in order to increase his diversification.
If the liquidation
of some of his holdings also influences the owner-manager’s
consumption
set, the demand function plotted in fig. 8 also incorporates
the
marginal value of these effects. The intersection of these two schedules determines

MARGINAL

I
-I..-____

AGENCY

COST :

.
-.-IO

K’
FRACTION
Fig.

8. Dctcrn~inatiorr

OF FIRM

FINANCED

of the optimal amount of’outsidc

BY OUTSIOE
financing,

K

CLAIMS
C*, for a given scale of firm

the optimal fraction of the firm to be held by outsiders and this in turn dctcrmines the total agency costs borne by the owner. This solution is Pareto optimal;
there is no way to rcducc the agency costs without making someone worse off.
5.5. Delertttittatiott of tltc optitnal scale of tltejirtn
While the details of the solution of the optimal scale ofthe firm are complicated
when we allow for the issuance of debt, equity and monitoring
and bonding,
the general structure of the solution is analogous to the case where monitoring
and bonding are allowed for the outside equity example (see fig. 4).
If it is optimal to issue any debt, the expansion path taking full account of such
opportunities
must lie above the curve ZG in fig. 4. If this new expansion path
lies anywhere to the right of the indifference curve passing through point G debt
will be used in the optimal financing package. Furthermore,
the optimal scale

M. C. Jensen and
of the firm will
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be determined

touches the highest indifference
owner-manager’s

by the point

at which

curve. In this situation

welfare must therefore

the resulting

path

level of the

be higher.

6. Qualifications

and extensions of the analysis

6.1.

aspects of the agewy problent

Multiperiod

this new expansion
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We have assumed throughout
our analysis that we are dealing only with
a single investment-financing
decision by the entrepreneur
and have ignored the
issues associated
with the incentives
affecting
future
financing-investment
decisions

which

might

arise after

between the entrepreneur-manager,
These are important
issues which
will undoubtedly
decision analysis.

the initial

set of contracts

are consumated

outside stockholders
and bondholders.
are left for future analysis.64 Their solution

introduce
some changes in the conclusions
It seems clear for instance that the expectation

of the single
of future sales

of outside equity and debt will change the cosls and benefits facing the manager
in making decisions which benefit himself at the (short-run) expense of the current
bondholders
and stockholders.
If hc develops a reputation
for such dealings
he can expect this to unfavourably
influence the terms at which he can obtain
future capital from outside sources. This will tend to incrcasc the benefits
associated with “sainthood”
and will tend to reduce the size of the agency costs.
Given the finite lift of any ‘individual,
however, such an efrcct cannot reduce
thcsc costs to zero, bccausc at some point these future costs will begin to weigh
more heavily on his successors and thcrcfore the rclativc bcncfits to him of acting
it will generally bc impossible
in his own best intcrcsts will risc.65 Furthcrmorc,
for him to fully guarantee the outsitlc intcrcsts rhat his successor will continue
to follow

his politics.

6.2. Tire control probkwl anti outsirics onwr’s
The careful

render will notice

agwcy

that nowhere

costs

in the analysis

thus far have we

taken into account many of the details of the relationship
between the part
owner-manager
and the outside stockholders
and bondholders.
In particular
we have assumed that all outside equity is nonvoting.
If such equity dots have
voting rights then the manager will be concerned about the effects on his longrun welfare of reducing

his fractional

ownership

below the point

where he

IOSCS

6SThc rcccnt work of Myers (1975) which views future investment opportunities
as options
and invcstigatcs the inccntivc cfTccc~sof the existence of debt in such a world where ;I sequence
of investment decisions is made is another important
s~cp in the investigation of the multiperiod aspects of the aycncy problem and the lhcory of the firm.
6JBccker and Sri&r
(1972) analyze a spxial case of this problem involving the USC of nonveskd
pension rights IO help corrcd for this end game play in the law enforcement area.
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effective control of the corporation.
That is, below the point where it becomes
possible for the outside equity holders to fire him. A complete analysis of this
issue will require a careful specification of the contractual rights involved on both
sides, the role of the board of directors, and the coordination
(agency) costs
borne by the stockholders
in implementing
policy changes. This latter point
involves consideration
of the distribution
of the outside ownership claims.
Simply put, forces exist to determine
an equilibrium
distribution
of outside
ownership. If the costs of reducing the dispersion of ownership are lower than
the benefits to be obtained from reducing the agency costs, it will pay some
individual
or group of individuals
to buy shares in the market to reduce the
dispersion of ownership.
We occasionally
witness these conflicts for control
which involve outright
market purchases,
tender offers and proxy fights.
Further analysis of these issues is left to the future.

6.3. A note on tkc c.ristence of insicic debt and sotw cot~cc~urcs on the USCof
conwrtiblc Jimancial ins~rrcnwnts
We have been asked66 why debt held by the manager (i.e., “inside debt”)
plays no role in our analysis. WC have as yet been unable to incorporate
this
dimension
formally into our analysis in a satisfactory way. The question is a
good one and suggests some potcnli:~lly important extensions of the analysis.
For instnncc,
it suggests an inexpcnsivc
way for the owner-manngcr
with
both equity and debt outstanding
to climinatc a large part (perhaps all) of the
agency costs of debt. If hc binds himself contractually
to hold a fraction of the
total dcht equal to his fractional ownership of the total equity he would have no
inccnlivc whatsocvcr to rcallocatc wealth from the debt holders to the stockholders. Consider the case whcrc
BJS,

= 0,/S,,

where Si and S, arc as dcfincd carlicr, Bi is the dollar value of the inside debt
held by the owner-manager,
and BOis the debt held by outsiders. In this cast if
the manager changes the invcstmcnt
policy of the firm to reallocate wealth
bctwcen the debt and equity holders, the net effect on the total value of his
holdings in the firm will bc zero. Thcrcfore, his incentives to perform such
reallocations are zero.67
Why then don’t WC observe practices or formal contracts which accomplish
cb Uy our

collcague David tlendcrson.
6’This also suggests that SOOIPoutside debt holders cnn protect themcclves from ‘exploitation
by the manager by purchasing a fraction of the total equity equal to their fractional ownership
of the debt. All debt holders, of course, cannot do this unless the mtmagcr does so also. In
addition,
such an invcstmcnt rule restricts the portfolio choices of investors and thcreforc
would impost costs if followed rigidly. Thus the agency costs will not be eliminated this way
cithcr.
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this elimination
or reduction of the agency costs of debt? Maybe we do for
smaller privately held firms (we haven’t attempted to obtain this data), but for
large diffuse owner corporations
the practice does not seem to be common.
One reason for this we believe is that in some respects the claim that the manager
holds on the firm in the form of his wage contract has some of the characteristics
of debt.‘j’ If true, this implies that even with zero holdings of formal debt claims
he still has positive holdings of a quasi-debt claim and this may accomplish the
satisfaction of condition (4). The problem here is that any formal analysis of this
issue requires a much deeper understanding
of the relationship between formal
debt holdings and the wage contract; i.e., how much debt is it equivalent to?
This line of thought also suggests some other interesting issues. Suppose the
implicit debt characteristics
of the manager’s wage contract result in a situation
equivalent to

Bi/Si > B,/S,.
Then he would have incentives to change the operating characteristics
of the
firm (i.e., reduce the variance of the outcome distribution)
to transfer wealth
from the stockholders to the debt holders which is the reverse of the situation we
examined in section 4. Furthcrmorc,
this seems to capture some of the concern
often cxprcsscd regarding thcfact that mnnngcrs of large publicly held corporations seem to bchavc in a risk averse way to the dctrimcnt of the equity holders.
One solution to this would bc to establish incentive compensation
systems for
the manager or to give him stock options which in cfl’cct give him a claim on the
upper tail of the outcome distribution.
This also seems to bc a commonly
obscrvcd phcnomcnon.
This analysis also suggests sonic additional
issues regarding the costs and
bcncfits associated with the use of more complicated
financial claims such as
warrants, convertible bonds and convertible preferred stock which we have not
formally analyzed as yet. Warrants, convertible bonds and convertible prcferrcd
stock have some of the &aracteristics
of non-voting shares although they can be
converted into voting shares under some terms. Alchian-Dcmsetz
(1972) provide
an interesting analysis regarding the use of non-voting shares. They argue that
some shareholders
with strong beliefs in the talents and judgements
of the
manager will want to bc protected against the possibility that some other sharcholders will take over and limit the actions of the manager (or fire him). Given
that the securities exchanges prohibit the use of non-voting shares by listed firms
the use of option type securities might be a substitute for these claims.
In addition warrants represents a claim on the upper tail of the distribution
of
68Consider fhc situation in which the bondholders have the right in the event of bankruptcy
lo tcrminarc his employment
and thcrcfore to fcrminate
the future returns to any specific
human capital or rents he may be rccciving.
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outcomes, and convertible securities can be thought of as securities with nondetachable warrants. It seems that the incentive effects of warrants would tend
to offset to some extent the incentive effects of the existence of risky debt because
the owner-manager
would be sharing part of the proceeds associated with a shift
in the distribution
of returns with the warrant holders. Thus, we conjecture that
potential bondholders will find it attractive to have warrants attached to the risky
debt of firms in which it is relatively easy to shift the distribution
of outcomes
to expand the upper tail of the distribution
to transfer wealth from bondholders. It would also then be attractive to the owner-manager
because of the
reduction in the agency costs which he would bear. This argument also implies
that it would make little difference if the warrants were detachable (and therefore
saleable separately from the bonds) since their mere existence would reduce the
incentives of the manager (or stockholders) to increase the riskiness of the firm
(and therefore increase the probability of bankruptcy).
Furthermore, the addition
of a conversion privilege to fixed claims such as debt or preferred stock would
also tend to reduce the incentive effects of the existence of such fixed claims and
therefore lower the agency costs associated with them. The theory predicts that
these phenomena
should bc more frequently
observed in cases where the
incentive effects of such fixed claims are high than when they are low.

One of the arcas in which’furthcr analysis is likely to lead to high payoffs is
that of monitoring.
WC currently have little which could be gloritied by the title
of a “Theory of Monitoring”
and yet this is a crucial building block of the
analysis. WC would cxpcct monitoring activities to become specialized to those
institutions
and individuals
who possess comparative
~dVilllt~lgCS
in thcsc
activities. One of the groups who seem to play a large role in these activities is
composed of the security analysts employed by institutional
investors, brokers
and investment advisory services as well as the analysis pcrformcd by individual
investors in the normal course of investment decision making.
A large body of- evidence exists which indicates
that security prices
incorporate
in an unbiased
manner all publicly available information
and
much of what might bc called “private information”.6’
There is also a large
body of evidence which indicates that the security analysis activities of mutual
funds and other institutional
investors are not reflected in portfolio returns, i.e.,
they do not increase risk adjusted portfolio returns over a naive random selection
buy and hold strategy.“’
Therefore some have been tempted to conclude that
the rcsourccs expended on such research activities to find under- or over-valued
securities is a social loss. Jensen (1974) argues that this conclusion cannot be
?+x
Famn (1970) for a survey of this ‘efficient markets’ literawre.
“See Jcnscn (1969) for an cnample of this evidence and references.
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element

seem to indicate

in the

that to the

reduce the agency costs associated

and control

they are indeed

socially

with

productive.

Moreover,
if this is true we expect the major benefits of the security analysis
activity to be reflected in the higher capitalized
value of the ownership claims
to corporations

and nor in the period

to period

portfolio

returns

of the analyst.

Equilibrium
in the security analysis industry requires that the private returns to
analysis (i.e.. portfolio
returns) must be just equal to the private costs of such
activity,”
and this will not reflect the social product of this activity which will
consist of larger output and higher /CW/S of the capital value of ownership
claims. Therefore,
security
holders

performed),

Our

the argument

implies

that if there is a non-optimal

amount

of

analysis being performed it is too much”
not too little (since the sh:lrcwould be willing to pay directly
to have the “optimal”
monitoring
and WC don’t

previous

analysis

seem to observe

of agency

such p:tymcnts.

costs suggests at lcnst one other

tectnblc

hypothesis:
i.c., that in those industries whcrc the inccntivc cfYccts of outsitlc
equity or debt arc widely difircnt,
\vc would expect to SW specialization
in the
use of the low agency cost linuncing
nrrnngcnicnt.
In industries
whcrc it is
rclativcly

easy for managers

cntcrprisc

by outright

theft,

to lower
special

the mean vnluc of the outcomes
trcatmcnt

of frlvorcd

customers,

of the
case of

consumption
of Icisurc on the job. etc. (for cxamplc, the bar and rcst;iurnnt
industry) wc would cxpcct to see the ownership structtrrc of firms chnractcri/cd
by relatively

littlc outside equity

(i.e., 100 percent ownership

of the equity

by the

manager) with almost all outside capital obtain4
through the use of dcht.
The theory predicts the opposite would bc true whcrc the incentive elrccts of
debt are large rclstivc

to the inccntivc

in which it would be cnsy to shift
holders (by changing the acquisition

effects of equity.

Firms like conglomcrnlcs,

outcome distributions
or divestiture
policy)

advcrscly for bondshould be charactcr-

izcd by rclativcly
louver utilization
of debt. Conversely
in industries \ihcrc the
freedom of management
to take riskier projects
is severely
constrnincd
(for
example,
regulated industries
such as public utilities)
WC should t’ind more
intensive

use ofdebt

The analysis

financing.

suggests

that

in addition

to the fairly

uncertainty
in the determination
of the quality
other clement of great importance
- the ability

well untlcrstood

role of

of collateral thcrc is at lcast one
of the owner of the collntcral
to

“Ignoring
any pure consumption
clcmcnt~ in rhc demand for security analysis.
‘*Again
ignoring the vaiuc of the pure consumption
clemcnts ill the demand for sccurify
analysis.
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change the distribution
of outcomes by shifting either the mean outcome or the
variance of the outcomes. A study of bank lending policies should reveal these
to be important aspects of the contractual
practices observed there.
6.6. Application of Ihe analysis to the large diffuse owtcrskip

corporarion

While we believe the structure outlined in the proceeding pages is applicable
to a wide range of corporations
it is still in an incomplete state. One of the most
serious limitation of the analysis is that as it stands we have not worked out in
this paper its application to the very large modern corporation
whose managers
own little or no equity. We believe our approach can be applied to this case but
space limitations
precludes discussion of these issues here. They remain to be
worked out in detail and will be included in a future paper.
6.7. Tlrc nrppl~* si& of rite incottlplcfe

markets qlresfion

The analysis of this paper is also relevant to the incomplete market issue
considered by Arrow (1964), Diamond (1967), Hakansson
(1974a, b), Rubinstein (1974). Ross (1974) and others. The problems addrcsscd in this literature
derive from the fact that whenever the available set of financial claims on outcomes in a market i-nits to span the underlying stntc space [see Arrow (1964) and
Dcbreu (1959)) the resulting
allocation
is Pareto incllicicnt.
A disturbing
clement in this litcraturc surrounds the fact that the inefficiency conclusion is
gcncrally drawn without explicit attention in the analysis to the costs of creating
new claims or of maintaining
the expanded set of markets called for to bring
about the wclfarc improvcmcnt.
The demonstration
of a possible wclFarc improvement
from the expansion
of the set of claims by the introduction
of new basic contingent claims or options
can bc thought of as an analysis of the demand conditions
for new markets.
Viewed from this perspective, what is missing in the literature on this problem
is the formulation of a positive analysis of the supply of markets (or the supply of
contingent claims). That is, what is it in the maximizing behavior of individuals
in the economy that causes them to create and sell contingent claims of various
sorts’?
The analysis in this paper can be viewed as a small first step in the direction
of formulating an analysis of the supply of markets issue which is founded in the
self-interested
maximizing behavior of individuals.
We have shown why it is in
the interest of a wealth maximizing entrepreneur
to create and sell claims such
as debt and equity. Furthermore,
as WC have indicated above, it appears that
extensions of these arguments will lead to a theory of the supply of warrants,
convertible bonds and convertible preferred stock. WC arc not suggesting that the
specific analysis offered above is likely to be sufficient to lead to a theory of the
supply of the wide range of contracts (both existing and merely potential) in
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the world at large. However, we do believe that framing the question of the
completeness of markets in terms of the joining of both the demand and supply
conditions will be very fruitful instead of implicitly assuming that new claims
spring forth from some (costless) well head of creativity unaided or unsupported
by human effort.
7. Conclusions
The publicly held business corporation
is an avvesome social invention.
Millions of individuals voluntarily entrust billions of dollars, francs, pesos, etc.,
of personal wealth to the care of managers on the basis of a complex set of contracting relationships
which delineate the rights of the parties involved. The
growth in the use of the corporate form as well as the growth in market value of
established corporations
suggests that at least. up to the present, creditors and
investors have by and large not been disappointed
with the results, despite the
agency costs inherent in the corporate form.
Agency costs arc as real as any other costs. The Icvcl of agency costs depends
among other things on statutory
and common law and human ingenuity
in
devising

contracts.

Both

the law

and

the sophistication

to the modern corporation
are the products of a historical
kvcrc strong inccntivcs for individuals
to minimize
agency

of contracts
process

relevant

in which

there

costs. Morcovcr, thcrc
were altcrnativc
organizational
forms available,
and opportunities
to invent
new ones. Whatcvcr its shortcomings,
the corporation
hits thus far survived the

market

test agninst

potential

altcrnativcs.
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